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ABSTRACT 

The reduction in rlze anrourrr of arable land is one of rlze rzegative impacts produced by tire 

corrrinrtorts grorvtlz of our sociery. Of grearer inrporlance is rhar the natural environmerit is 

also irnpacred by the activiries related ro rlzis continirous growrh. Developers are able to 

ucquire ugric~rlrurtrl lands for nerv lzorrsing divisions, as rvell as brrild wirhin ecologically 

sensirive areas fise. riparian ecosysrerr~s) due to kat regdarions ar all rhree levels of gov- 

ernmerrr ( rnrrnicipal. provincial and federal). l3y allowing constntcrion rvirhin riparian ec- 

o-,srems we are negazive- impacring the ecology of ritese systems. the srability of river 

b u d s  and rlre qrtaliry of warer in srreums. Furtiiennore, in rerrroving arable land, society 

is eflectively redrtcing rlze qitanrity of food a regiort is capable of producing. This a c t i v i ~  

is corlnrerintttirive rthen considering rlre facr riiar society is faced rvitlz slcpporting urr ever 

irzcreusirrg pop~rlurion. This rlresis will slrow rhat urwegrtlated nrral-residenrial develop- 

ment, 1r.esr of Tlle City of Winnipeg, Iras caused a sigrtrficant redrtcrion in the atnortnt of 

ripu rian arrd agricrrltu ral lands. Constntcrion rvirlr in rhis ripariatr ecosystenr {tas prot(rtced 

au irlcrease itr river-bank loading rvizile reducing bank srability rvitlz the rernoval of rrees. 

This is a rrettiendorrs abuse of a valrrable narural resource. 
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Introduction 

By way of inrroduction this chapter discusses the topic of riparian ecosysterns. Specifically, 

the d i f i c u l  in defning what constitutes a riparian ecosysrern in the scientific literature. 

The need for protecting this ecusystern is briefly mentioned. In addition, this chapter 

conrains: a description of the study sire; the purpose and objective of this research; the 

procedures rtsed during the course of developing this thesis; and rhe organization 

of this thesis. 



1.0 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Defining & Protecting Riparian Habitat 

In general terrns, riparian ecosystems can be considered those assemblages of 

plants and animals which reside in close proximity to a Stream. The quantity of sci- 

entific research relating specifically to prairie-riparian systems is limited ât present 

(Kauffman and Krueger, 1984). This fact contributes to the importance of the 

research contained in this thesis. Developing a strict definition for what constitutes 

a riparian ecosystem is difficult due in part to the unique geographical location 

they occupy. In addition, their locale can make riparian ecosystems appear slightly 

paradoxical in that they are terrestrial (edaphic) but have as an integral part of their 

ecosystem an aquatic component (e-g. river or strearn). Defining what constitutes a 

riparian ecosystem is argued at length in the literature review (Chapter 2.0). 

Briefty, there are several definitions provided in the literature and an ongoing 

debate regarding the status of the habitat as either a ecotone or ecosystem (Chapter 

2.1, and Table 2- 1 ). The lack of ecological significance afforded to riparian ecosys- 

terns points to a common problem, that of undervaluing their importance. These 

ecosystems hold rare (exclusive) and exotic (alien) species of flora and fauna as a 

result of the unique environmental conditions which are present within them 

(Décamps and Tabacchi. 1994). In addition to the environmental significance of 

this habitat, riparian ecosystems are al1 so important to the hydrologie system of 

the surrounding catchment. Given the current, limited spatial extent of this habitat, 

any anthropogenic activity within these narrow but highly diverse ecosystems is 

detrimental. Funhermore, most anthropogenic developments (i.e. logging, farm- 



ing, urbanization) within these ecosystems produces varying degrees of habitat 

fragmentation. Because riparian ecosystems are "essentiai components of the 

structure and function of river ecosysterns," (Décamps et al., 1992, p. 1)  they need 

to be protected and properly managed. The quality of the management policies 

drafted to govern the use of these ecosysterns is currently related to catchment pro- 

tection and al1 so their perceived aesthetic value. Catchment protection attempts to 

limit the impact of construction projects on stability of the river banks but does not 

afford any direct protection to riparian ecosystems. Existing govemment regula- 

tions do not protect the riparian ecosystems directly. As to aesthetics, this particu- 

lar aspect of riparian ecosystems is essentially impossible to quantify, Save for the 

economic vdue placed on these areas by the regional housing market. When look- 

ing at the expansion of a ruml town, such as Saint François Xavier, or the nearby 

city of Winnipeg, the impact of these two housing markets on the local riparian 

ecosystems should not be understated. Locally, these ecosystems (along the Red 

and Assiniboine Rivers) have dready been heavily impacted by agricultural activi- 

ties and more recently by urban sprawl. 

The study site is located in the Municipality of Cartier and south of the Saint 

François Xavier town site (Figure 1-1). More precisely, the study site ranges from 

Beaudry Provincial Park (West of The City of Winnipeg) to just South of Saint 

François Xavier, Manitoba, Canada (6038ûûE 5528400N; 612600E 5523400N) 

(Figure 1-2). The study site is a deciduous riparian ecosystem surrounded by what 
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Figure 1-2 Large Scale aerial-piiorograpli siiowing fhe areal exrenr of die study sire 

was once Prairie (Figure 1-3); most of this region having k e n  converted to agri- 

cultural and rural land uses. The rnajority of the agricultural devefopment occurred 

with the establishnient of the  métis (ca.1824) and later the Hutterites (after World 

War 1) (Corkey. 1996). The remaining riparian ecosystem contains: Eastern Cot- 

tonwood [Populus delroides Bartr. 1. Bur Oak [Quercrts rnacrocarpa Michx. j at the 

fringes. Green Ash [Framics pennsylvunica var. subinregerrirna (Vahi) Fem. (syn- 

onym var. lanccolura (Borkh.) Sarg.1, Manitoba Maple [Acer negundo L.], White 

Elm [ U h u s  arnencanu L.], and Basswood [Tilia urnericana L.] which is reaching 

its north-western limit within the study site (Hosie. 1990) (please see Appendix 3). 
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The study site is Iocsrted within a region of heavy sedimentation which is termed 

the Manitoba Lowlands (Corkey. 1996). The Manitoba Lowlands have very little 

relief, generally less than 8 meters at 1:250,000 (Corkey, 1996; Topographie Refer- 

ence Map 62W13/14). It is the combination of fow relief, rich soi1 (Black Cher- 

nozem) and the availability of water which make this area one of the nchest 

agricultural regions in Canada. The study site experienced heavy erosion by the 

most recent glacial action, approximately 10,000 years ago. This area was then 

inundated by Glacial Lake Agassiz, the result of melt waters from the receding gia- 

cial ice sheet. The Great Lakes in Manitoba (Le., Lake Manitoba, Winnipeg, and 

Winnipegosis) are the largest remnants of Glacial Lake Agassiz (Figure 1-1). The 

confluence of the Assiniboine and the Red Rivers is located in an area of heavy 

fine-tex tured sediments (glaciolacustrine - i.e. deposi ted in Glacial Lake Agassiz). 

These sedimentay deposits are pnmarily comprised of fine sand. silt and clay, 

often layered in what appear to be annual alluvial deposits (Corkey, 1996). 

1.3 S tudy Purpose & Objectives 

The objectives of this thesis are: to demonstrate the importance of riparian ecosys- 

tems; to determine the rate over a 35 year period (1959-1994). extent, type and 

location of changes of the riparian ecosystem and to a lesser degree the changes in 

agricultural-lands within the study site; to identify the factors which may be 

responsible for these changes; and to identify regulatory deficiencies regarding the 

protection of riparian ecosystems. 



1 -4 Research Procedures 

The research site was selected on the basis of the availability, quality, quantity 

(arnount of repeat coverage), cos& and resolution of the data for this area. The min- 

imum mapping unit (mmu) for this thesis is the tree canopy, which ranges from the 

meter to decirnetre scale. As a result, Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer 

(A.V.H.R.R.. 1 km2). Land Remote-Sensing Satellite (LANDSAT-6. 30m2) and 

Système P roboroire d'observarion de la Terre (S.P.O.T., 10m2) data are precluded 

by cost and their insufficient resoiutions. Other airbome sensor packages (e.g. 

CASI, and AVIRIS) are cost prohibitive and do not have the repeat coverage to 

ailow a time series analysis. Aerial photography has proven to be a more suitable 

data source because of the availability of large-scale, repeat coverage high quality 

images. By comparing aerial photographs from 1959-1994. changes in the area of 

land use classes (Assiniboine River, Agricultural. Rural-residentiai. Riparian, 

Roads and Infrastructure) can be ascertained. 



Organization 

This thesis is organized into six chapters. Chapter two presents the background lit- 

erature concerning the classification of nparian areas as ecosystems. In addition, 

chapter two discusses al1 aspects of the primary data source, aerial photography. 

Chapter three will dixuss the specific methods used to process the data in this the- 

sis. This includes data collection. input, rectification, classification, change detec- 

tion and data analysis. The results are discussed in chapter four. The discussion of 

rhe results of this thesis are presented in chapter five and conclusions and possible 

further research in chapter six. 



Literature Review 

This chapter is conrprised of nvo sections. Thefirst section discusses ar length the following 

ropics: the dcflculties in deflning riparian ecosysrems due to disparate opinions in the 

scientific lirerarure; the productivity and diversiry of this ecosysiem; rhe management 

pracrices wirhin Manitoba; the relevance of aestherics in assessing the wonh of riparian 

ecosysrems; the issues of iden tifiing rhis type of ecosysrern; and the anthropogenic 

acrivities & impacts occurriîzg wirhin rlze researclz area. Tlre second section deals with: rhe 

artributes of elecrromagneric-radiation and the electromagnetic-spec~rum, and how 

elecrrornag neric- radia fion inreracts wirh the Eartil ' s  atmospherr. It also discusses va rious 

aspects of the film stock used in rhis thesis; and the conversion of the film stock 

inro a digital form. 



2.0 LITERATURE REVIEW 

At present, there is an absence of scientific research relating specificdly to prairie 

riparian ecosystems (Kauffman and Krueger, 1984). Defining these ecosystems is 

complicated due to the unique geographical location that they occupy. Riparian 

ecosystems are lwated between terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems (Gregory et al., 

199 1 ). However, there are aspects of riparian areas which make them distinct from 

the surrounding ecosystems. Specifically, these ecosystems exhibit a level of biodi- 

versity and habitat-dynarnics not found in any other terrestrial ecosystem (Naiman 

er al.. 1993). The importance of a riparian ecosystem to regional ecoiogy is often 

marginalized, in part, because it may be perceived as having a smdl spatial extent 

and thus of a minor importance. However. these ecosystems have k e n  shown to 

hold unique assemblages of species, both flora and fauna, because of the unique 

environmental conditions found within riparian ecosystems (Thomas et al., 1979) 

(Section 2.1.1 ). Because of these unique features, measuring the rate of variation in 

the size of this type of habitat resulting from anthropogenic activities should be 

deemed as important to society. The size (spatial extent) of a riparian area is an 

important measure. Some bird species require a minimum amount of forest cover 

for nesting because they are easily disturbed (Croonquist and Brooks, 1993). 

Riparian ecosystems have been used historically for various forms of agriculture, 

from the cultivation of planted crops to the grazing of livestoçk (Section 2.1 -6). 

Through the interpretation of aerial photographs, the rate of change in the areal 

extent of the riparian ecosystem along the Assiniboine River may be exarnined. 

Detemining the rate and type of land use change has the potential to assist in the 



development of an effective management strategy for this region. 

2.1 Riparian Ecosystems - Developing a Definition 

The scientific literature provides several definitions of what constitutes a riparian 

area. Kauffman and Knieger (1984) define riparian ecosystems as an assemblage 

of species atvacted directly or indirectly by stream induced factors (Table 2-1)- 

What can be inferred from their definition is that the ecology (the assemblage of 

species) surrounding the strearns is present because of the environmental factors 

created by the presence of the suearn itself. Based on Kauffman and Krueger's def- 

inition, some species rely directly upon the habitat provided and induced by the 

stream. In addition, species present because of ecologicai associations they have 

with strearn dependent species (e-g. predator-prey. symbiotic relationships) are 

considered to be indirectly influenced by the strearn. Décamps (1993) envisages 

riparian comdors as continuous ribbons, containing rich assemblages of species. 

He makes a suggestion as to the size of this ecosystem, as king a continuous rib- 

bon of varying width (tens to hundreds of metres) (Table 2-1). Naiman et (11. 

( 1993) also see riparian ecosystems as comdors. However. they del ineate the spa- 

tial extent of the riparian ecosystem by defining the range of influence of the 

strearn contained within, by including the floodplain and not just the strearn chan- 

ne1 (Table 2-1). As seen during the flood of 1997 in Manitoba, the spatial influence 

of the Assiniboine and Red Rivers is expansive, particularly the Red River (Figure 

2-5). The description in Naiman et al. (1993) seems to concur with the definition 

proposed by Kaufian and Knieger's (1984). SpecificalIy, their use of the words 

"in fi uenced by" compliments Kauffman and Knieger's defini tion. In Naiman's def- 



inition, the presence of certain flora (plants) and fauna (animals) is directiy or indi- 

rectly attributable to the presence of the stream. The impetus behind some 

researchers assenions that riparian areas are in fact ecosystems, is the leveI of pro- 

ductivity and species diversity found at these locales. An ecosystem is considered 

to be an ecological community in combination with the physical environment it 

oçcupies (O.E.D. 2nd Edition, Vo1.V. p.61). 

Riparian definitions in scientific literature. 
'...along streambanks, other lotic systems, and even ephemerai 
drainages, riparian ecosystems cwld be best defined as those 
assemblages of plant, animal and aquatic cornmunities whose 
presence can be either directly or indirectly attributed to factors that 
are strearn-induced or related." (p. 430) 

Naiman, et al. (1 993) 

Bretschko 8 Moser (1 993) 

Osborne 8 Kovacic (1 993) 

.- -- - -- - -- - 

These [continuous] ribbons often are wooded corridors with edges 
varying from tens to hundreds of rnetres wide and they have 
distinct ecdogical functions related to their location almg the river 
continuum. Moreover, nch assemblages of species develop almg 
riparian comdors." (p. 441 ) 

The ripanan corridor encompasses the stream channel and that 
portion of the terrestrial landscape from the high water mark 
towards the uplands where vegetation may be influenced by 
elevated water tables or flooding, and by the ability of soils to hold 
water." (p. 209) 

"The landistream ecotone is defined as the area where lotic 
[ecology of running waters] and edaphic [in reference to the çoil] 
overlap at the time of observation." (p. 95) 

'Because ripanan zones link the stream with its terrestrial 
catchment, they c m  modify, incorporate, dilute, or concentrate 
substances before they enter a fotic system. In small to rnid-sire 
streams forested riparian zones can mode rate temperatures, 
reduce sediment inputs, provide important sources of organic 
matter, and stabilize stream banks" (p. 243) 

Table 2- 1 Table of Riparian Definiriom. 



Bretschko and Moser (1993) agree with the aforementioned definitions of Kauff- 

man and Krueger (1981). and Naiman et al. (1993). In addition, Bretschko and 

Moser ( 1993) define where the stream ecosystem ends and the riparian ecosystem 

begins. by descnbing a land/strearn ecotone (Table 2-1 and Figure 2-2). Their pro- 

gressive approach of classifying riparian areas as separate ecosystems is not uni- 
L 

versal ly supported in the l i  terature. Other authors never actually de fine their use of 

the word riparian and make the assumption that the reader knows what they mean 

(e.g. Jordan et al., 1992). 

ECOTONE 

1 
i GROUNDWATER 

Figure 2-2 Schenmric Preserrrarion of the larld/strearn Ecororre (Brerschko arid Moser. 1993) 

Osborne and Kovacic (1993) conclude that riparian areas are not ecosystems, but 

rather they are zones which "link the Stream with its terrestrial catchment" (Table 

2- 1 ). I t  is apparent that they believe that riparian areas do not qualify as distinct 

ecosystems but only as ecotones. However, they do clearly point out the beneficiai 

environmental influence that "riparian zones" can produce. Specifically, these 

zones crin reduce the mount of sediment input (e-g. from agricultural fields) and 

irnprove stream bank stability (Tabte 2- 1 ). At this juncture, it should be made very 



clear the finite abilities of Rparian ecosystem to filter ground-water and surface 

nin-off are just that, finite abilities. Riparian ecosystems should not be viewed as a 

natural filter for the removal of agricultural, or indusmal chemicds, from the 

above stated sources of water. 

What can be gleaned from the above definitions, is that riparian areas should be 

considered distinct ecosystems which are in immediate proximity to a watercourse 

(stredrivers). These areas are distinct fiom the sumounding ecological communi- 

ties; in terms of both their diversity of species and level of productivity. 

2.1. I Riparian Ecosysrem Productivity and Diversity 

The level of diversity within riparian habitats is unique arnong the terrestrial envi- 

ronments. These habitats contain "rich assemblages" (Décamps, 1993) of biota 

making hem distinct ecosystems because they are. ". . .the single most productive 

type of wildlife habitat, benefiting the greatest number of species" (Kauffman and 

Krueger. 1984, p.43 1 ). Riparian ecosystems are more fertile than the surrounding 

areas because of the unique set of conditions which exist in them. Strearns are 

known to flood regularly in the spring and occasionally in the summer months dur- 

ing periods of excessive rainfall. Flooding can deposit nutrient rich sedimenu over 

the entire extent of a flood-basin, enhancing the fertility of the soil. In many regions 

annual flooding is an essential process for the support of this ecosystem. The Aswan 

High Dam in Egypt, on the Nile River Delta, retards the annual flood which covers 

the Delta. Unfonunacely, this marvel of modem engineering has greatly reduced the 

total region of agricultural productivity (Fahim, 1983). This area wouid not support 



the agriculture it currently retains if not for the mitigating effects of fertilizers and 

imgation. 

The nutrient-nch sediment deposits resulting from the process of flooding help to 

support dense forests (Décamps er al. 1992), which in turn stabilize the soi1 during 

flooding. as well as providing Stream bank stability during normal rates of flow (Ri- 

chards, 1982; Mallik and Rasid, 1993). However, flooding events can aIso deposit 

agricultural and indusmal pollutants transported from the upstrearn portion of the 

catchment. Deposition of agricultural pollutants could potentially be detrimental in 

regions where intensive agricultural is practiced, due ta the increased use of agn- 

cultural chernicals (Section 2.1 -2) .  

Figirre 2 -3 Husron 's D w a n ~ i c  Equilibriwtt Mode1 (in Décanrps et al.. 1992) 



Within areas which have had the riparian ecosystem largely removed, sediments as 

welI as agricultural and industrial pollutants rnay be directly flushed into the strearn. 

The intense disturbance caused by flooding and the frequency of such events, has 

been suggested as the main cause for the species richness found in riparian ecosys- 

terns (Décamps er al., 1992) (Figure 2-3). This figure is designed to show how the 

principles of productivi ty and disturbance are linked according to Huston's model 

(Décamps et al., 1992). It is obviously too simple in its present state to be consid- 

ered a usable mathematical model. What the figure does not show is that with ex- 

treme disturbances (e.g., clear cutting, hydro electric dam flow regdation) cornes a 

decrease in the diversity (Décarnps et al.. 1992). For example, the removal of trees 

which Iine a river bank would have a detrimental impact on fish and insect popufa- 

tions (IFM Workshop, 1994). Trees which overhang the strearn provide shelter for 

a variety of insect larvae and fish stocks, which in turn provide food for many bird 

species. The forest provides nesting rnaterials, and the dense canopy provides pro- 

tection against predators- The leaf litter, desposited annudly. is a crucial source of 

soi 1 nutrients, which in turn increases soi1 productivity (Décamps et al., 1992). 

Kauffman and Krueger (1984) have suggested that some members of the biota 

present in riparian ecosystems should be considered specialists. Furthermore. they 

are specialists to such an extent that their ability to survive outside this ecosystem 

is severely hindered (Kauffman and Krueger, 1984). Thomas et al. (1979, in Kauff- 

man and Knieger 1994). states that their riparian study site showed a greater level 

of productivity than the surrounding forested habitat. Their research showed how 

many bird species rely on this habitat for food and nesting sites. 



What is apparent in the li terature is that certain flora and fauna are on1 y found with- 

in riparian ecosystems, and not in the surrounding habitat. Riparian ecosystems 

have developed over time to become some of the most unique ecological habitats 

in the world. This makes riparian ecosystems an inimitable and finite natural re- 

source. Natural riparian habitats which are not affected by anthropogenic activities, 

are the "most diverse, dynarnic, and complex biophysical habitats on the terrestrial 

portion of the Erirth" (Naiman 1993, p. 209). 

2.1.2 Impacts of Anthropogenic Activities wirhin Riparian Habitats 

Given the Iimited spatial extent of this habitat, anthropogenic activity within this 

narrow but highly productive ecosystem is demmental. This habitat holds rare (ex- 

clusive) and exotic (alien) species of flon and fauna as a result of the unique envi- 

ronmental conditions within riparian habitats (Décamps and Tabacchi, 1994). Most 

anthropogenic deveiopments (e.g. farming, urbanization) within these habitats re- 

suit in some level of deforestation. Henke and Stone (1978) studied an area of the 

Sacramento river system (U.S.A. j pnor to and after the removal of the riparian veg- 

etation. They found that the number of birds was depleted by 95%- and bird species 

diversity by 32%. This oçcurred in areas of cultivated land which had k e n  in close 

proximity to a riparian forest. The destruction of riparian habitat was not only det- 

nmental to the immediate population but also to those in the surrounding habitats 

(Carothers, 1977). Understanding at what rate and how riparian ecosystems are im- 

pac ted i s important to those agencies responsi ble for managing suc h resources. 

In addition to the environmental significance of this habitat, riparian areas are im- 



portant to the hydrologic system of the surrounding catchment. The hydrological 

system of the reach of the Assiniboine River within the study site is comprised of: 

ground water, throughflow and overland flow; potholes; oxbows; riparian ecosys- 

tems: and the river itself. Naturai prairie should be included in this list but al1 naturai 

prairie has k e n  extirpated from this catchment. Generations of intensive farming 

practices in this area, has resulted in a negative change to the naturally developed 

hydrologic system of the Assiniboine catchment. Specifically, the following prac- 

tices have produced a detrimental impact on this catchment: draining and filling of 

pot-holes and oxbows; tillage and the grading of fields towards ditches. creeks and 

streams; channelization of streams; and the removal of riparian habitat. The net ef- 

fect of these activities has been to decrease the ability of the Assiniboine catchment 

to storage water. As a result. water can now move more swiftly from field to Stream. 

In turn, top-soi1 and agricultural chemicais may also be rapidly aansported from 

fields and deposited in rivers. A dramatic example of what can potentially occur 

when the aforementioned activities are combine4 is an anthropogenically exacer- 

bated flood. One such flood occurred along the Mississippi River in 1993. What is 

visible within the LANDSAT-5 Thematic Mapper (TM) images of Figure 2-4 is the 

Mississippi River at Pre- and Post-flood stages. The LANDSAT images are cen- 

tered on the Missouri River, near the St. Louis airport which is visible in the lower 

right-hand corner. CIearly, the region visible within the LANDSAT TM images 

sustained substantial financial losses as a result of flooding. Natural hazard events, 

such as anthropogenically exacerbated fioocis, are one source of evidence showing 

what can result from a lack of riparian habitat management policies; Removing a 

majority of the riparian habitat, replacing the previous diversity 



Thematic Mapper (TM) Bands 3.2.1 (1993). 

Landsat Themaîic Mappec (TM) images (30m x 30m) of the Mississippi R i r .  The Landsat images are centered on 
the Missouri River, near the St Louis airport (lower right-hand corner). 

Figure 2-1 Mississippi Tirne Series. W NDSA T-5 TM (dura source M. T. if.. 1993) 



with mono-crop agriculture and regrading the land to improve drainage dl conuib- 

uted CO intensifying floodinp (Ross. 1997). Al1 of the aforementioned anthropogenic 

factors (e.g. filling of potholes), with the exception of levee development, have oc- 

curred dong the Red and Assiniboine Rivers. As a result of these activities, drain- 

age would have normally taken days or weeks occurred in a matter of hours. 

RED RIVER VALLEY 
1979 TOTAL FLOOOED AREA 
t 997 TOTAL F L O W 0  AREA 

(Nam A f n  n o r m o ( * r r < Q U e a x m n . l o r i ~ I n  l W 9 ~ )  

U ISLANDS (one or more pr amkn 2 - 30 Ac-) 
- A-d - FkobdFloid t-7 

Figure 2-5 Red River Valleu. FIooded Area Map for 1997 (Gov. ' r  of Manitoba, 1997) 



producing a greater arnount of flooding. When examining the two right-hand imag- 

es in Figure 2-4, one could easily make the mistake of interpreting al1 of the "green" 

as riparian ecosystem- The only riparian ecosystem remaining in these images are 

the narrow discontinuous green strips running parallel to the river. With the riparian 

forest al1 but gone, the level of erosion in this area was much greater than had there 

been a buffer strip in place. This fact points to a need for a proper management strat- 

egy for riparian ecosystems. In should be noted that, major flooding events cannot 

be prevented regardless of how effectively the riparian ecosystem of a river catch- 

ment is being managed; floods occur naturall y. For example, the Manitoba flood of 

1997 (Figure 2-5) which was an extreme flooding event (Burn, 1999) could not 

have been prevented by proper riparian management. However, what effective 

riparian management can do is assist in reducing darnage by retarding the flow-rate 

of the river (Li and Shen, 1973 Kauffman and Krueger. 1984). stabilizing the riv- 

er bank (MalIik and Rasid. 1993) and reduce si1 t loading (Wesche, 1993). 

2.1.3 Riparian Management fracrices - A case for improvernent in Manitoba 

When considering that riparian habitats are widely accepted as k ing  "essential 

components of the structure and function of river ecosystems," they should be af- 

forded some level of protection in legislation to facilitate proper management (Dé- 

camps er al., 1992, p. 1 ). What is meant by the word "proper*' is the sustainable 

management of these areas as wildlife preserves. When looking at a length of 

Assiniboine River bank, it is easy to see how the lack of a management plan can 

impact this habitat (Figure 2-6). There is clear evidence of deforestation in the 

subsets shown in Figure 2-6. In subset [A]  of Figure 2-6. a small residential 

two 



Figure 3-6 Riparian Habitar Deforestarion on rhe Assiniboine River. Maniroba 

Figure 2-7 Riparian Management Area (Gov. 'r of British Columbia. 1995) 



development occupies a location on the inside of a meander, and has cut into a rel- 

atively large section of riparian habitat. Other exarnples of incursion into what 

should be a buffer strip are: trees k ing  removed d l  the way to the river bank in both 

[A] and [B 1; and in subset [BI a secondary road passing extremef y close to the river. 

Another province which experiences a significant amount of activity in and around 

riparian ecosystems is British Columbia. If forestry companies in British Columbia 

continued their logging activities as close to a river as urban development is found 

dong the Assini b ine  River, those companies would incur signi ficant fines (Gov. ' t 

of British Columbia, 1999). 

In Manitoba, farms and housing deveiopments appear to be exempt from the local 

regulations which would norrnally govem logging activities. In comparison, British 

Columbia provincial forestry regulations specifj that buffers strips must be left 

dong al1 streams (Figure 2-7). The buffer strip depth varies based on the order of a 

Stream. A river with the same order as the Assiniboine would have at least a 20m 

buffer strip dong i t s  entire length. At some farms in Manitoba, the riparian forests 

have k e n  clear-cut to the river bank to provide access to the river. This activity is 

related to a common problem faced by land resource managers; that once landown- 

ers assume ownership implies that they, have certain pnvileges (Dwyer and Hodge, 

1996). These can include the use of land for their particular needs. Specifically, 

ownership can imply the exclusion of others from using the same piece of property 

by the person holding title to that land. Other privileges include the right to protect 

the land from intruders and to be able to rent or sel1 parcels of their property. Dwyer 

and Hodge (1996) make an interesting point, that land ownership in many counuies 



is not absolute. The government retains some specific rights: acquisition of land as 

deemed necessary (expropriation); development of the land requires govemment 

permission in the form of building permits and re-zoning assessments; and tand- 

owners can not engage in activities which reduce the ability of other landowners 

from taking full benefit from their own properties (e-g., one landowner cannot stop 

a Stream on their property from reaching their neighbours). In 1996. the Govem- 

ment of Manitoba published the "White Paper on the Sustainable Development 

Act." This white-paper does not direccly list any management plan for riparian hab- 

itats in Manitoba. Another Provincial publication in 1993 which examined the use 

of silvicuIture in Manitoba in relation to logging activities, failed to mention ripar- 

ian ecosystems (Gov.'t of Manitoba, 1993). A parliarnentary document (Gov.'t of 

Canada, 1990) entitled "Environmental Degradation of the Assiniboine and Red 

Rivers" only looked at the lotic environment of these two river basins. and not the 

riparian environment surrounding the river. However, this document does correctly 

identify the City of Winnipeg as the single greatest point source of contaminants. 

Winnipeg still has older areas which have combined storm and grey-water sewer 

systems, resulting in raw sewage emptying into the Red and Assiniboine Rivers 

(primarily the Red River) (Gov.'t of Canada, 1990). This can occur during heavy 

rains when storm sewers are over loaded causing the direct discharge of sewer water 

into the Red River (Figure 2-8). Furtherrnore, no mention is made of the fact that 

Winnipeg lacks a teniary sewage treatment facility. The report does make reference 

to the presence of pesticides and other agricultural chernicals in the water table 

(e.g.. 2.4-D and 2.4-DP). What is absent from this report is any mention of the im- 

portance of riparian habitat in filtering out some portion of these chernicals from 



The City of Winnipeg 
Sewer System I 

Figure 2-8 n i e  City of Winnipeg Sewer System (Winnipeg Free Press, 27 April 1997) 

surfrice runoff and throughflow before they enter a river system. As previously 

mentioned, some caution should be used when discussing abilities of riparian eco- 

systems to fil ter agricul tural/industrial chemicals. Whi le this habitat can aid in the 

reduction of some agricultural pollutants, the pollutions can in turn have demmen- 

ta1 effects on this habitat. For example, broad-leaf herbicides can damage the uee 

species comprising the riparian habitat. 



2. I .4 The Importance of Aesthetics as ir Relates ro RiparÏun Ecosysterns 

As stated in previous sections, there are resource management reasons to protect 

riparian ecosystems. However, riparian ecosystems are deserving of protection be- 

cause of their perceived aesthetic value. When exarnining Winnipeg's spatial devel- 

opment, the expansion of the city has followed the reaches of the Assiniboine & 

Red Rivers (Figure 2- 12). This expansion cannot be entirely attributed to aesthetics, 

because access to the rivers was once highly desirable for transportation (Section 

2.1.6). However, today river hont property is the most costly real estate to acquire, 

not because of its access to water, but because of the desirable aesthetics associated 

with these locales. 

2.1.5 Issues of ldenr1jicarion 

Correctly identibing nparian habitats can be problematic owing to numerous pro- 

fessions applying their own methodologies to classifying riparian ecosystems. Al1 

habitats are identified by emptoying different criteria. These can include: ecologi- 

cal/botanical concepts of community, hierarchy, diversity, stability, fragmentation 

and ecosystem (Gov.'t of Canada 1994); geographic constnicts of scale and spatio- 

temporal relationships; and legal definitions. Those with the most relevance to this 

thesis are spatio-temporal relationships, scale, community and ecosystem. Areal ex- 

tent (spatial) and geographic location are of significance to the geographer as are 

any temporal relationships. Plant species, and quantities and combinations of those 

species in an ecosystem, are important to ecologists. A composite of the principles 

of ecology and geography may prove to be more effective in correctly identifying 

riparian ecosystems. 



2.1.5.1 Geographicd Identzij'kation of Riporian Ecosystems 

Geographically, a riparian habitat ocçupies a location in immediate proximity to a 

Io tic environment. When considering scale. one can discem the large spatial differ- 

ences in the riparian habitats from one region to another (e-g., the areal extent of the 

Amazon floodplain is considerably larger than that of the Assiniboine). The focus 

of this thesis is on prairie-riparian habitat in Manitoba. As mentioned previously, 

the most significant spatial aspect of any riparian habitat is its length but this aspect 

is usually overlooked causing an underestimation of the overalI areal extent of the 

riparian habitat. The breadth of a riparian habitat appears insignificant in compari- 

son to the length. Although a section of riparian habitat may only be twenty-five 

meters wide, i t  may continue for hundreds of kilometers following the course of a 

river, resulting in a much greater spatial extent than is immediately apparent. Ben- 

dix (1994) recognized the "linear nature" of this habitat type. and went so far as to 

distinguish between transverse and longitudinal environmental factors (Figure 2-9). 

Bendix theorizes that since riparian habitat has a linear spatial aspect. it should then 

follow that the ecological communities loçated in such a habitat would also express 

a linear nature. He funher develops this theory to include longitudinal and trans- 

verse scales (Figure 2-9). Simply put, Bendix theorizes that plant and animal pop- 

ulations will change along the length of a river. This theory is held up by large river 

basins. such as the Mississippi and Amazon river basins. Funhermore, the compo- 

sition of plant communities change the further away from the river bank an observer 

travels (Figure 2-9 [B 1). This too is visible when looking at the plant communities 

dong the Assiniboine River. For example. the types of plants species transition 

from the more flood tolerant species to the less tolerant. This may prove to be of 



importance during classification. because as the habitat changes so wil l i ts represen- 

cation change in aerial photography. 

Potential Vegetatiori Patterns Reflecüng Dominance 
of Environmental Variables Abng a Single Axis 

TRANSVERSE 
SC ALE 

Figure 2-9 Longitudinal & Transverse Environmenral Facrors (derived /rom Bendk 1994) 

The most expedient method of identifying a nparian habitat is to establish its im- 

mediate proximity to a lotic environment. However. expedience is not accuracy; 

and the riparian habitat along the Assiniboine River h a  been significantly aitered 

since the establishment of farms in the 19th century (Gov.'t of Canada, 1994) (Sec- 

tion 2.1.6). Access to river systems was crucial to the early settlers. Rivers were 

heavily used as transportation routes. The Assiniboine River was not an exception. 

as it  has ken used to move agricultural goods, made goods and building materials 

(Kavanagh. 1966). Because of the extensive anthropogenic alterations to riparian 

habitat. identification is no longer as simple as merely establishing its immediate 

proximity to a river. Agricultural areas can extend up to. and in some cases include, 



the river bank itself. This results in a complete extirpation of the previously existing 

riparian habitat (Figure 2- 10). 

Figure 2-10 Farni wir/iiti Srudy Sire. soitrh of rhe Trans-Canada Highway- 

Agncultural areas that are situated next to a stream should not be considered ripar- 

ian habitats merely because they occupy a location near a stream; nor should they 

be considered reasonabIe ecological surrogates for such habitat. 

2.  /. 6 Research A rea-Anr/zropogerzic Acriviries & Impacts 

The most noticeable land use shown in the aerial photography is agricultural; the 

landscape is a patchwork of various types of crops from cereals to tree farms. After 

agriculture, the most noticeable land use is urbanization; road systems and drive- 

ways are clearly visible. Riparian habitat is the next most noticeable land cover 

type. However, given the location and scale of the images used in this thesis (Table 



3-5). the dominant land use which should be visible is riparian, not agriculture as it 

is presently. 

The research site examined in this thesis has been extensively deforested as  the land 

was brought into agricultural production. Among the earliest permanent inhabitants 

at this site where the Métis (ca.1824) who where followed by the Hutterites after 

World War i (Historical and Scientific Society of Manitoba, IWO). Over the inter- 

vening decades large reaches of riparian habitat have been removed right up to the 

Assiniboine River bank (Figure 2-1 1). Trees were harvested for use as construction 

materials and for fuel to heat homes. To a lesser degree mes where used as a fuel 

for the steam b a t s  plying the Assiniboine. These were only in service for about 30 

years due to the development of local roads and the Canadian National Railway; 

these vessels became outmoded (Historical and Scientific Society of Manitoba 

1 970). 



Figure 2-1 1 Hudson's Bay Company posr of Upper F o n  Garry, May 1873 (Anibise. 1977). 

Originally, farms with river access were surveyed as four mile long lots. Water ac- 

cess was required to provide water for livestock and for transportation. The average 

frontage along the river was 250-yards (229 m.) (Corkey. 1996). In the early years 

of settlement, the farmland along the river was highly prized. Not onIy were these 

locations prized for the afforementioned reasons (water provided for livestock and 

transportation) but also for their close proximity to The City of Winnipeg. Farms 

needed to be near the largest point source of consumption. Currently, two miles (3.2 

km.) away from the river the pattern of the landscape changes from the many nar- 



row rows of long-lot farms, to the more dominant feature of the cultivated prairie 

landscape, large rectangular fields (Figure 2-12) (Corkey, 1996). 

Figure 2-12 Municipaliry of Cartier ca.1970 (Gov. 'r of Mmiroba. 1970) 

It is these Iarger "section" fields which give the western Canadian Prairies their dis- 

tinctive patchwork appearance. However, as aesthetically pleasing as the cultivated 

prairies may appear to be to many people today, it has come at a great ecological 

cost. With the growth of The City of Winnipeg, there has been a steady sprawl out- 

ward from the city centre (Figure 2-13). Although Winnipeg has not yet consumed 

al1 the space allocated, residents seeking lower municipal taxes and greater seclu- 

sion have started building outside the city limits. 



- - -- -- 

Saint 
François U v k r  

O 2 4 6 8 10 (K i lO i1Y t~ )  

- -- -- - 

Figure 2- 1 J Red River Serrlemenr ca. 1836 (Anibise. 1977) 

St-François Xavier is experiencing expansion as a result of the aforementioned 

"push factors". This expansion is in evidence in the aerial photography (Figure 2- 

6) .  There are similar rural-residential land use changes occumng on the south bank 

of the river, near Beaudry Provincial Park. However, in the case of the rural-resi- 

dential expansion near St-François Xavier, riparian regrowth was removed to make 

room for a housing development. And with the rural-residential development near 

Beaudry Provincial Park, agricultural land was converted to an rural-residential 



land use. In both instances from an ecological standpoint. the land should not have 

been developed; rather. it should have undergone ecological restoration. This would 

have reestablished an important habitat as wef l as aided in river-bank stabilization 

and reduced the damage of caused during subsequent floods. 



2.2 Remote Sensing 

Remote sensing is the collection. via sensor equipment (photographic equipmenc, 

spectrophotometers), of reflected electromagnetic energy from an object(s). with- 

out coming into actual physical contact with the object(s) (Asrar, 1989). There are 

two principal types of sensors: the more common passive and the more recent 

active sensors. 

Passive sensors collect reflected and refracted light from the Earth's surface (Fig- 

ure 2-14). Active sensors send out a signal towards the Earth's surface, a portion of 

which is reflected back towards the sensor (Figure 2-15) (Colwell, 1983). Both 

passive and active sensor types are regularly used to collect reflected electromag- 

netic radiation usually from Earth surfaces. However, both geography and remote- 

sensing have been expanded to include celestial objects not just terrestrial analysis. 

The signals received by both sensor types are recorded digitally, usually as 8-bit 

images, although 16-bit images are now becoming more common. The exception 

is remote sensing equipment which still uses film of any type. In this instance a 

plastic surface coated with silver halide. or other photosensitive chemical com- 

pounds, is the recording medium (Colwell, 1983). These photographs can be 

placed into a digital format through the process of optical scanning; this thesis will 

be using digitally scanned aerial photographs. 
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I n Sun 

Figure 2- 13 Passir~e Remore Sensors 

Emitter 
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Figure 2- 1.5 Act i r w  Remore Sensor 

2.2. I Elrcrrornagnetic-radiariori 

Virtually al1 the electromagnetic-radiation present in the Earth's atmosphere is gen- 

erated directly or indirectty by the Sun. However, not al1 of the electromagnetic-ra- 

dirition produced by the Sun can be transmitted through the Earth's atmosphere 

(Figure 2-17); some of the photons are deflected back into space, the remainder 

continues through the atmosphere. The source of electromagnetic-radiation is the 

fusion resictions on the surface of the Sun, which emits photons (Gillespie. 1986). 



Furthemore, al1 matter above absolute zero (-273.15 "K) radiates energy at specific 

wavelengths. The rate at which an atom radiates is directly related to its tempera- 

ture; as the temperature increases the emitted wavelength becomes a shoner and 

more energetic fiequency (e.g., form 0.7 Fm to 0.4 pm) (Sabins, 1987). 

1 electron-excited state electron-steady state I 
Figure 2- 16 Phoron emission 

Photons are emitted when electrons in atoms return to a lower energy level from an 

excited state (Figure 2-16) (Gillespie, 1986). The frequency of the photon is depen- 

dent on the difference between the two energy levels (Gillespie, 1986). Fusion 

emissions of the Sun produce photons at numerous energetic States, covering the en- 

tire electromagnetic-specuum (Campbell, 1 9%). Electromagnetic radiation has 

two main components. consisting of both an elecuic field and a magnetic field (Fig- 

ure 2-17). Notice chat the electric field has a magnitude which is perpendicular to 

the direction of transmission (Campbell. 1996). Moreover, electromagnetic-radia- 

tion has three measurable propenies: wavelength (A), amplitude (1). and frequency 

(v). AS seen in Figure 2-17fCJ. wavelength is the distance from one wave crest to 

the next. Amplitude is the height of the wave. Frequency is measured as the number 

of wave crest which pass a fixed point per second (Campbell. 1996). Wavelength is 



measured in units ranging from kilometers ( h i )  and meters (m). down to millime- 

ters (mm) and micrometers (pm). Hem ( H z )  is the mesure used for frequency, and 

amplitude is measured in watts (W) per meter square (mZ) per micrometer written 

as ~ / m - / ~ ? , l .  

Magnetic Field(H) 

Figure 2-1 7 Propenies of Efecrro~riagrieric-radiafiort 

There is an additional property held in common by al1 frequencies of the electromag- 

nrtic sprcrrum, rtll rlectromagnetic-radiation travels at the speed of Light (299.893 km/ 

S )  (Equation 2. t ). 

C = ~ V  Equation 2.1 

It is these energetic particles. reflected from enrth surface materials. which are mea- 

sured and then categorized based on the electromagnetic spectrum. 



2.2.1.1 Elecîromagnetic-spectnrm 

The different wavelengths of electromagnetic radiation have been divided into ten 

groups which comprise the electromagnetic spectnim (Figure 2- 18). Each group is 

differentiated by its wavelength. Humans are only capable of seeing a small propor- 

tion of the entire electromagnetic-spectnim, which has the anthropoçenuic name 

"visible light". The wavelengths recorded from visible light are used in this thesis. 

Visible light ranges from 0.38pm to 0 . 7 2 ~  (Figure 2- 18). and consists of three pn- 

mary colours (Blue, Green. and Red). When al1 three colours are reflected, the hu- 

man eye registers the colour white: where ail three are absorbed. black is the result. 

Figure 2 - 18 Elecrronragneric-specrrr<rn ( Lillesand and Kiefer. / 994) 

Blück is not a colour, so much as it is the absence or complete absorption of Iight. As 

seen in Figure 2-19. the colour of an object is established by the wavelengths of 

electromagnetic-radiation reflected to the observer. The "visible" region of the 

spectnrm is. by proportion, the smallest segment of the electromagnetic-spectrum 

when compared to other classifications. Even so. these wavelengths are present at 

recordable concentrations during the daytime and can be documented on photo- 



~raphic film. Traditionally. aerial photography used the visible specuum of light, 
C 

and later on infrared and coIour films carne into use. 

Infrared (Reflected and Thermal) can be recorded at any time of the day or night with 

either special film or electronic equipment (Colwell, 1983). The current method for 

recording the electromagnetic-specuum is through the use of specialized equipment 

which stores the results digitaliy through the use of charged-coupled-devices 

(CCDs). 

BGR BG BGR RB BGR BGR 

Figure 2- 19 Visible liglti ( Canipbell. 19%) 

The photographs used in this thesis are traditional visible-light black and white aeri- 

al photographs. Recordings of visible light are affected by the physical properties 

of the atmosphere (at the time of recording) and of the materials frorn which the 

light is being reflected. Clouds. smog and ice crystals are atmospheric variables 

which affect the quality of the photogaphs. Presently. smog is not a variabIe which 

is in  effect within the study site. Examples of variation in the intensity of reflected 



light within the study site include the Assiniboine River and the surrounding rree 

canopy. When interacting with water most of the electromagnetic-radiation is ab- 

sorbed which results in a poor signature and thus can be recorded as dark gray tones, 

approaching black. There is an exception which cm be found in the Manitoba 1990 

series (referred to as the MB-series). There is a seasonal variable present in the form 

of snow and ice covering the river, producing a strong electromagnetic-radiation re- 

turn. This strong signal is recorded as white or near white in aenal photographs. The 

leaf canopy of the riparian habitat produces variability. Tree canopies cm produce 

a strong "green" return in the visible portion of the electromagnetic-spectnim. This 

appears as varying shades of medium to dark greys in black and white photography. 

Notice chat the canopy appears highly textured due to changes in the orientation of 

leaf surfaces, which produces differential electromagnetic-radiation returns. The 

fallow agricultural fields occupy the same gray levels as tree canopies. However. 

this feature is distinguishabledue to the relative uniformity in theelectromagnetic-ra- 

diation returns recorded in the imagery. 

2.2.1.2 Inferacrion of Electromagnetic-raâiation in the A fmosphere 

Not al1 frequencies ofelectromagnetic-radiation are capable of penetrating the Earth's 

atmosphere. A large portion of the electromagnetic-radiation is reflected by the atmo- 

sphere, clouds and suspended particulates in the atmosphere (Figure 2-20). Fre- 

quencies w hich can penetrate the atmosphere are tenned "atmospheric windows" 

and are the segments of the electromagnetic-spectnim in which the researchers are 

interested. These wavelengths were given this descriptive name, because they are 

the least distorted by the various constituents of the atmosphere; that is, these par- 



ticular wavelengths provide a window through the atmosphere from which to view 

the Earth's surface (Figure 2-2 1 ). 

3 Absorbed by Ozone 

25 Reflected from clouds 

19 Absorbed by dust, gases 

Reflected from gound 

Figure 2-20 Insolation: lnconiing solar radiation. (Carrpbell. 1. 19961 

A diagrammatic representation of the interactions of shorter wavelengths which are 

able to p u s  through the atmosphere is shown in Figure 2-20. The principie em- 

ployed in the diagrarn is that there are 100 units of incoming solar radiation (inso- 

lation): three units are directly reflected by the Ozone (O3) layer: 25 units are 

reflected from clouds; 19 units are absorbed by dust and gases; and six units are re- 

flected from earth surface materials (albedo); the remainder is absorbed by the 

Exth's surface (Campbell, 1996; Colwelf. 1983). 
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Figure 2-2 1 A rnzospheric Windows (fillesand and Kiefer. 1994) 

Some of the radiation lost through absorption is retumed as emitted radiation in the 

form of infrared radiation. As mentioned previously, not al1 the electromagnetic-ra- 

diation is capable of passing through the ozone-layer or the atmosphere. This signif- 

icantly reduces the types ofelectromagnetic-radiation available for passive sensors to 

collect. As eluded to in Figure 2-20, the radiation that does penetrate the atmosphere 

is still affected by other variables. The regions of the electromagnetic-spectrum 

which pass through the atmosphere are known as atmospheric windows (Colwell. 

1983). Through absorption and refiection. the atmosphere prevents garnma-ray, X- 

ray, and most of the ultraviolet (UV) radiation from penetrating deeply into the at- 

mosphere (Sabins, 1987). Of the electromagnetic-radiation which does penetrate 

the atmosphere. there are addi tional impedances: aerosols (airborne particles); gas- 

es (C02(g). 03(g), H20(g)); water vapour and ice crystals (clouds) suspended with- 

in the Earth's atmosphere (Colwell. 1983). The absorption of electromagnetic- 

radiation by the chemical constituents of the atmosphere reduces the amount of 

elecuomagnetic-radiation available for remote sensing equipment to detect (Asrar. 

1989). 



Figure 2-22 Energy Balance Equrion.  as seen in fillesand and Kiefer ( 1994) 

The result is either the absence or a reduction in the spectral signature of objects on 

the Earth's surface. In order to account for the variables affecting the insolation in- 

cident on the Earth's surface a general purpose equation was developed (Figure 2- 

22). Contained in chat diagram are the pnmary components of the electromagnetic- 

radiation interaction: scattering, reflection (Section 2.2.1.3) and absorption (Section 

2.2.1 A). Scattering within the atmosphere is the result of differential density of the 

constituent materials of the atmosphere (Asrar, 1989; Sabins, 1987). The outcome 

of scattering on remotely sensed images is a reduction in spatial resolution, owing 

to al teration of the in tensi ty of the reflected radiation by atmospheric particulates. 

This effect is evident in the hazy MB-series of aerhi photographs, particularly when 

comparing them to the clear N-series images (Figure 2-23}; both photographs cap- 

tured at the same altitude (1  : 12,000). The cause of the haziness in MB-series is the 

result of ice crystals in the atmosphere (photograph was taken in November). The 



precise term 

Figure 2-23 Phorographic cornparison: ( a )MB Series, (6) N Series 

for what Asrar (1989) and Sabins (1987) are describing is Rayleigh scattering. Scat- 

tering of this type was shown to occur when atmospheric molecules have diameters 

smailer than that of the wavelength of insolation.' Earth's blue sky is produced by 

this type of scattering. Mie scattering is produced by larger atmospheric particles, 

and includes: dus& pollen. smoke (from any source of combustion) and water drop- 

lets (Campbell. 19%). This type of scattering is present when atmospheric particles 

have dimeters that are approximately the sarne size as a wavelength in the electro- 

magnetic-spectrum; it cm influence the entire visible spectrum (Lillesand and Kiefer, 

1994). Because of the different types of particles affecting insolation. Rayleigh scat- 

tering occurs up to 10 km (Campbell, 1996) while Mie scattering is prevalent from 

0-5 km (Colwell. 1983). 

1. Rayleigh scanering was narned after Lord J.W.S. Rayleigh who was the first to discover this elec- 
tromagnetic-ndiation interaction with aunospheric molecules. 



Objects, natural or manufactured, are comprised of more than one substance. As a 

result, the electromagnetic-radiation reflected from a single object can be unique to 

the material comprising the object. The spectral reflectance from an object can be 

thought of as a spectral signature (Barrett and Curtis, 1992), which is comprised of 

varying reflectance values. By plotting the spectral signatures (frequency histogram) 

of the objects, the researcher can see where the signatures overlap (Barrett and Curtis, 

1992). 
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Figure 2-24 Cornparison of Spectral Values (fiIIesand and Kiefer. 1994) 



Graphing is a simple but very powerful tool, as it enables the researcher to establish 

whether or not an object's spectral values are distinguishable from those of other ob- 

jects within the same image (Figure 2-24). Another method which achieves the 

same effect as plotting is density slicing. This can be performed in an image andy- 

sis software program. Many programs allow the user to seiect the range of gray-val- 

ues the image is to be sliced by. Density slicing causes areas of the image, within 

the selected range, to become monochromatic in a highly contrasting coiour to 

make the slice visible (Figure 2-28). This technique enables the researcher to see 

what regions within image share the same spectral values. When performing this 

technique on the images to be used in this thesis, it becomes apparent that the im- 

ages have too many spectrally similar areas to facilitate classification (Figure 2-28). 

2.2.1.4 Interaction of Elecîromagnetic-rudiatwn at the Earth 's Surf4ce 

The wavelengths known as atmospheric windows c m  pass relative1 y unaffec ted 

through the atmosphere. However. these wavelengths are still subject ro further ar- 

tenuation by absorption, scattering, reflection and/or refraction at the Earth's surface 

(Colwell, 1983) (Figure 2-20 & Figure 2-25). When e1ectromagnetic-radiation 

reaches the Earth's surface it can corne into contact with numerous materials each 

with varying densities and textures which can furtherchange its intensity andelectro- 

magnetic-spectnim value. Ptants absorb portions of the electromagnetic-spectrum 

for use in photosynthesis and emit waste heat in different wavelengths (Colwell, 

1983). As a resul t, they tend to reflect the green wavelength of the electromagnetic- 

spectrum 

(Colwell, 

but emit in the thermal intiared due to the processes of photosynthesis 

1983). Water can reflect, scatter, refract or absorb electromagnetic-radia- 



tion depending upon the angle of incidence and the texture of the surface (calm sea 

vs. storrn conditions) (Asrar. 1989). The numerous types of soils can also have one 

or more of these properties. As mentioned previously the electromagnetic-spectnim 

value of electromagnetic-radiation can change as it passes through the atmosphere 

and materials on the Earth's surface (Colwell, 1983). The heating of the atmosphere 

and various components of the Earth surface are proof of the interaction of electro- 

magnetic-radiation (Gillespie, 1986). As a particle of electromagnetic-radiation col- 

lides with an object, as opposed to passing straight through as gamma-rays usually 

do. some energy is transferred to the object from the particle incident upon it. This 

energy transfer changes the wavelength of the particle and thus the electromagnetic 

value (Gillespie. 1986). The energy transferred is usually absorbe4 used up in result- 

ant chernical reactions and thermal increases the initial uansfercaused, to be re-emit- 

ted at a iater time (Gillespie. 1986). Reflectance values can be affected by the angle at 

which the electromagnetic-radiation is incident upon a surface (Asrar, 1989). The 

greater the angle of incident the less chance for reflection and scattering to wcur. 

l Almost Perfect 
Specular Reflector Diffuse Reflector Diffuse Reflector 1 

\/\- "si& Reflecting Surface 

Figure 2-25 Suqace lnreracrion of Efecrrortragneric- radiation. Specular Reflecrion 

There are three basic types of reflectors: perfect or specular (theoretical black 

body); almost perfect diffuse; and diffuse refiector (theoretical maximum). Narural 



surfaces will faIl between the two extremes of a perfect reflector and perfect diffuse 

reflector. Leaves are a gooci exarnpIe of a natural surface which falls between the 

extremes mentioned above. They are almost diffuse perfect reflectors, absorùing al1 

but the green portion of the visible spectrum. The most prominent example of the 

effect of changing incident angles is the forest canopy comprising areas of riparian 

habitat. Leaves are continually changing position with respect to the position of the 

Sun and as the result of wind action. In addition, tree canopies are not compîetely 

uniform; the density changes with the seasons and the health of the plants. The net 

effect of these factors are manifested in remotely sensed imagery as highly textured 

and patchy regions (Figure 2-26). 

Figure 2-26 Subset of A25233-14U 

2.2.2 Interprerarion of Aerial Photography 

Many people mistakenly assume that an aerial photograph is the same as a standard 

ground based photograph. Interpretation of aetial photography, or any remotely 

sensed image. is distinguished from ground based images by three main differences 



according to Lillesand and Keifer (1994). The most obvious difference is one of 

perspective. Areal photographs are collected fiom an overhead vantage point, a per- 

spective most people are not familiar with. Another difference, although not a factor 

in this thesis, is the coliection of remotely sensed data from sections of the electro- 

magnetic-spectnim other than the visible portion. The third difference is related to the 

first, remotely sensed data tends to be collected from overhead, that is frorn some al- 

titude. This is an important distinction. because not only are most people unable to 

conceptualize the world from above, but they also have difficulty with changes in 

scale. Altitude comes into play d u h g  the interpretation, or recognition of temestrial 

objects at different scales (e.g., a tree at ground level differs greatly from a overhead 

image taken at a 1 : 12,000 scale). Because of the three stated differences betwcen the 

interpretation of the remotely sensed images and ground based images, techniques 

have been developed to aid in the correct interpretation of earth surface features. 

These techniques take advantage of specific characteristics of the collected data and 

human cognitive skills. These specific characteristics include: shape, size, pattern, 

tone (or hue), shadows. site, association and texture (Colwell, 1983; Lillesand and 

Keifer. 1994). Humans rely considerably on vision to learn about their environment, 

e-g. identi fying objects by their shape. The ability to identify something by its shape 

can be expanded upon by cognitive skills to include the identification of similar 

shapes. This ability to classify similar objects is used by photogrammetrists when 

they utilize shape to assist in classification. It is the basic forrn of an object which can 

assist in its correct identification. An example is differentiating agricultural fie1d.s 

from the surrounding riparian habitat. Agricul tural land use appears very distinctive 

in aeriaI photography; this cultivated prairie landscape (as opposed to natural prairie) 



Figure 2 -2 7 Aerial Pliorographs-Eflecr of Scale Change 

can look like a quilt when viewed from overhead (Figure 2-27). The shape of the 

a~gicultural plots is very distinctive. but it is not always possible to identify some- 

thing entirely by shape. The size of an object can play an important role in identifi- 

cation. To use the prairie exarnple again, if we didn't know that the areal photograph 

was a 1: 12,000 image we might mistaken think it was a personal garden. If we were 

totally unfamiliar at looking at a scenes like Figure 2-27. we might incorrectly iden- 

tify the grids of agricultural activity as the &grid system commonly used to layout 

roadways in urban centres. 

~Veasurements can be taken from a photogaph to determine the actual size of an ob- 

ject relative to its surroundings. In the 66.7% panel of Figure 2-27, each picture el- 



ement (pixel) is approximately 6 m2. Therefore. the secondary highway shown in 

this panel is about 24 meters wide. Knowing the scale and resolution of the imagery. 

as well as the shape of a roadway. enabled the correct identification of a highway. 

Furthemore, it prevented an incorrect classification of the highway as a rural road 

or smaller right-of-way. Although the overall shape of agricultural fields tends to 

be rectangular; the general appearance or pattern of cultivated land can be described 

as 'quilted'. Although shape is important to identification. texture can be a source 

of valuable information. Tree canopies have a distinctive appearance (Figure 2-26). 

To the trained eye. one can discem the heavily treed areas from the surrounding ag- 

ricultural land use. It is this pattern, created by the variance in individual pixels. 

w hic h faci li tates the classitication of trees. Another propeny of photography is 

tone. Generally, tone is the manifestation of reflective properties, which is produced 

by the particular physical pmperties of the object being studied. The factors which 

influence the reflectmce include: the intensity of the insolation: the incidence angle 

of the insolation on the object; and the angle the image was collected (Le.. oblique) 

(Lillesand and Keifer, 1994; Colwell, 1983). These factors influence the texture of 

an image. because texture is tone variance and the tone of an object is affected by 

the variables previously stated. Tonal property alone would not allow for an accu- 

rate classification. For example, the tones in the treed areas are clearly visible in 

other parts of the image (Figure 2-28). By performing a density slice on the image 

in Figure 2-26. the tones held in common are clearly seen in red. 



Figure 2-28 Subser of AZ23.I- 140 (Derrsity Slice) 

Density siicing is a technique whereby an image can be segmented based on the pix- 

el values (digital numbers, DN; referred to as image tone). It is the tonal variance in 

an area which creates patterns and textures. The pattern of agricultural land use is 

cIearly visible, as is the variance in the tree canopy caused by leaf orientation (Fig- 

ure 2-26). Another feature of the photography is the presence of shadows, which 

cm be used to calculate the height of objects. To get the necessary shadow length, 

oblique images have to be collected. Images which are taken straight down when 

the Sun angle is high. do not have the necessary shadow length (ColweIl, 1983). 

Shadows can have detrimental effects on the quality of an image by obscuring fea- 

tures. Shadows can also produce classification artifacts by being incorrectly 

grouped into their own class or that of another. One of the most important aspects 

of remotely sensed imagery which must be known, is the site or the geographicd 

location from which the picture was taken (Campbell, 1996). Knowing where geo- 

graphical l y a picture was taken wil l automatical ly assist in classification by reduc- 
C 



ing the number of classification possibilities. A regional knowledge is valuable. as 

is a working knowledge of how earth surface features are created. Earth surface fea- 

tures are not usually forrned by a single factor (e-g., seismic), but by a combination 

of factors. These factors can be either rnorphological or ecological in origin. For ex- 

ample, if there was a rotational-slurnp visible in a photograph one could postdate 

that the bank may contain poorly drained cohesive soil. Because rotational-slump- 

ing usually only occurs in certain soi1 types, a geomorphologist could begin to nar- 

row down the possible soil types. It is a combination of al1 the above discussed 

variables which facilitate classification, nor just one specific attribute. 

2.2.2.1 BCrrck and White Aeriài-Photographie Film 

Black and white aerial film is a combination of a plastic substrate sprayed with a 

photosensitive emulsion (Sabins, 1987) (Figure 2-29). The silver halide is a light 

sensitive chemical which can record reflected electromagnetic-radiation (Col well, 

1983). 
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Figure 2-29 Cross section rhrough Black & Whire film (Cambe11, 19%) 



Taking a photograph initiates a photochemical reaction between the photosensitive 

ernulsion and the photons comprising the electromagnetic-radiation incident upon the 

film (Sabins, 1987). This photochemical reaction changes the silver nitrate into ele- 

mental silver atoms (Colwell 1983; Cambell, 1996). More than one photon must im- 

pact wi th a silver halide molecule in less than one second for the reaction to produce 

stable silver atoms (Sabins, 1987). Once the film has been exposed it must be devel- 

oped in a developing solution, then "fixed" to stop the reaction of the developing so- 

lution (Colwell, 1983). A "negative" is the product of the developing process (bright 

areas appear dark and dark appear bright) which is inverted when printed onto pho- 

tographic paper to resulting in a recognizable photograph (Sabins, 1987). It is this 

"contact" print which has been digitally scanned for use in this thesis. 

2.2.2.2 Digital Con version 

Traditional photographs can be converted into digital representations through digi- 

tizing or scanning. This section will only focus on the process of scanning. A flat- 

bed scanner works by using a light source (usuaily a fluorescent light tube, Figure 

2-30) and a series of charged-coupled-devices (CCDs). CCDs detect the reflected 

light from the surface of the photograph k i n g  scanned and perform the same func- 

tion as silver halide but through electronic means (Asrar, 1989). The photograph is 

place upon a transparent glass surface through which the light can pass relatively 

unirnpeded. As the CCDs detect photons, signais are produced in relation to the 

wavelength and intensity of the photons (Asrar 1989). These signals are the digital 

representations of the values assigned to the wavelengths of the detected photon by 

the cornputer. The signals can be stored magnetically or optically by various com- 



puter hardware devices. These signais can then be manipulated mafhematicaliy, 

within the image analysis programme. to orientate the image to the surface of the 

Earth. The "corrected" image can then be placed into a geographic information sys- 

tem (GIS) for classification and statisticd analysis. 

Photon c 
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Figure 2-30 Priliciple Componenrs of a Flarbed Scanner 

Keep in mind that density-slicing has already shown chat automated-classification 

of single-band imagery is not possible. The current methods rely on electromagnetic- 

spectrum derived segmentation and this does not take into account spatial variabili ty 

(texture). 



2.3 Summary 

Riparian ecosystems contain a diverse ecological community, a community which 

must be protected. This ecosystem provides many important functions: it has a sta- 

bilizing effect on river banks; it provides a buffer between the lotic system and 

agncultural chemicals; it  is home to many species of birds and fish; and it 

increases the duration of water run-off (both overland and through-flow). kvelop- 

ing a management suategy for this ecosystem type is of great importance. Riparian 

ecosystems continue to be removed at an alarrning rate. Understanding what land 

use types are replacing riparian ecosystems cm aid in interpreting the factors influ- 

encing the development of a particular region. 



Methods 

This chapters discusses at length the procedures used in this thesis: for data collecrion; 

data input; geometric rectipcation; the selecrion of ground control points (GCPs) and 

reciprocal control points (RCPs); resampling methods; and calculution image scale. In 

addition, the manual classificarion used in tltis thesis is defined and described, as is the 

change detecrion analysis and sources of error. 



3.1 Data Collection 

The data collected for this thesis is in the forrn of aerial-photographs which were 

obtained from the Land Surveys Branch ( U B )  of the Manitoba Remote Sensing 

Centre ünd Linnet Inc. (boch located in Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada) (Table 3-1). 

Table 3- I Rerrioce~ Sensed Data Sources 

There is no cornputer-based catalogue for any of the aerial-photograph coverage of 

Manitoba held by the LSB. Presently, aerial-photographs are catalogued on paper 

by role number. flight line and then frarne. The method used for indexing the cata- 

logue consists of varying scales of microfiched sheets from the Federal Land Use 

Map Series; upon which flight lines of the aircraft are then drawn.The role of film 

and the exposure number are listed on the microfiche. This greatly complicates 

finding the repeat coverage necessary for a time-series analysis. 



3.2 Site Selection 

The study site was chosen for its proximity to a high order Stream (Assiniboine 

River) and a major urban centre (City of Winnipeg). In addition, the availability of 

remotely sensed data with repeat coverage was of importance for the time differen- 

tiated cross-tabulations. The quality of the remotely sensed data was important for 

discerning earth surface features. and land use types. Cost was a factor as well, aer- 

ial photography is a very economical remotely sensed data source. Particularly 

when compared with the cost associated with multi-spectral data types (e.g. 

LANDSAT, S.P.O.T.). The 35 year range ( 1959- 1994) of the data wsts depended on 

the above criteria. Images earlier the 1959 did not provide complete coverage of 

the study site; in some cases the quality of earlier images was poor. The last com- 

plete aerial-photographie coverage of this area was collected by Linnet in 1994. It 

was thought that shouid the surrounding land uses have a potential inff uence on the 

changes occ~rting within the riparian ecosystem, it wouid be important to have 

images with a large areal extent. This factor was also considered in site selection as 

the aerial photographs did not just show the riparian ecosystem but the surrounding 

land uses as well. 

3.3 Data Input 

The aerial photographs used in this thesis were scanned into a computer system at 

300 DPI (dots per inch), with the exception of Series 6005520 which was pur- 

chased as pre-processed imagery. Based on the requirements of the minimum map- 

ping unit (MMU) the photographs were ultimately resarnpled down to 150 DPI in 

a remote-sensing software package. The MMU for this thesis was qualitatively 



defined as k i n g  able to discern tree canopies, which was possible at 150 DPI for 

al1 of the photographs. 

The initial scan setting of 300 DPI was chosen because that was the m e  optical 

resolution of the scanner k i n g  used. Having the scanner set at its optical resolu- 

tion would preclude the scanner and its controlling software from interpolating the 

photograph k i n g  scanned. Most scanning software is not intended for scien ti fic 

use and thus lacks the rigorous controls required by researchers. However, a 

remote-sensing software package does contain the rigorous controls and as a result 

was better suited to resampling the images. Furthermore, working with images 

scanned ût 300 DPI, would result in photo-mosaics greater than 200 megabytes 

(MB). Images of chat size would make analysis extremely difficult and would 

require a great deal of computer time to process any analysis. Resampling down to 

150 DPI produced an image that met the requirements of the MMU and was easier 

to analyze within a computer system. The resampling perforrned in the 300 DPI 

images was a bil inear type; that is, the resampling takes into account the surround- 

ing four pixel values to produce one pixel in the output image. The resarnpled 

images were saved in RPD format (Raw Pixel Data) to reduce the possibility of file 

readfwrite errors, particularly during the transfer from one computer system to 

another. After the photographs were scanned they were geo-rectified to the UTM 

coordinate system. 



3.4 Geometric Rectification 

The method of applying a map-projection to remotely-sensed imagery is terrned 

geomeaic-rectification and is considered part of image-preprocessing. Most often 

images are oriented to the Earth's surface using the Universal Transverse Merca- 

tor(UTM) projection. This produces an image upon which areal and distance cal- 

culations can be performed quickl y. The UTM projection uses meues as the unit of 

lm@? mat". _/ 
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Figure 3-2 Ceonaerric Recrijïcarion (Lillesand and Kiefer. 1994) 

measure and is considered an equidistance-projection. A projection is  applied via a 

series of calculations performed in a computer system by using known locations to 



stretch or "rubber-sheet" an image on to the desired projection (Figure 3-2). Loca- 

tional information cm include benchmarks, survey information (including GPS 

data), and other map products. The greater the number of evenly space known 

locations, the more accurate the resultant geometric-rectification. 

3.4.1 Selecring Ground Control Points (GCPs) 

As mentioned above (section 3.4) known locations of objects within the image are 

used to orient the image to the Earth's surface. These known locations are referred 

to as Ground Control Points or GCPs; they should be as  evenly spaced across the 

image as possible. The most common GCPs are road intersections and railway 

crossings. These "hard-points" provide an easily identifiable location both within 

the image and on the ground. which is particularly useful when collecting Globe Po- 

si tion S ystem (GPS) information. Furthermore, if the source of the locational infor- 

mation is either another rectified image, or some other map product (e-g. 

topopaphic map sheet), using readily identifiable points simplifies the rectification 

process. In turn, this reduces the possibility of incorrect GCP selection as a possible 

source of error. Should an incorrect GCP be selected, it would reduce the overall 

accuracy of the rectification. The terrn "hard-point" is not only in reference to the 

ease associated with locating the aforementioned common GCPs, but al1 so implies 

chat said locations will be the least likely to change over time. For example, a road 

intersection would be adequate as a hard-point, whereas a sand-bar within a river 

woutd not. 



3.4.1.1 A bout the use of Reciprocal Conlrol Points (RCPs) 

This type of GCP is used when rectifying one remotely sensing image to another. 

A RCP is merely a point with a known location. which does not change between the 

georectified image and the non-georectified image (Le. a reciprocai point). 

3.4.2 Resampling 

Resampling can be used when the images which need to be compared are not of the 

same resolution. In addition. if the images undergoing analysis contain more infor- 

mation (i.e. too high a resolution) than is needed resarnpling may be used. This 

process involves decreasing the scale of the image (e.g. 10m2 to 30m2). Through 

the use of fractal mathematics the opposite is now possible as well (Lam and De Co- 

la, 1993). However. the results are compIetely synthetic, king derived from the in- 

formation available. and thus it is a technique that should be avoided. Images are 

Figure 3-3 Bilinear & Cubic Resampling 



commonly resampled using either nearest-neighbour, bilinear or cubic calculations. 

Nearest-neighbour resampling operates by taking the pixel value at the nearest in- 

tegral pixel cwrdinates (Le. x= I2O.y=36 not x= 1 îO.SS.y=36.67) to the calculated 

coordinates. The resul ting image will have a coarse appearance, specifical ly, Iinear 

features will appear bIocky. Bilinear resampling involves a weighted average of the 

nearest surrounding four pixels to produce one output pixel. Cubic resampling uses 

the weighted average of sixteen of the surrounding pixels values to calculate one 

output pixel. Both the bilinear and cubic resampling techniques produce images 

which appear smoother due to the averaging calculations for each output pixel. Re- 

sampling is not always required but some image preprocessing is usually required 

to remove artifacts (i.e. band-striping in satellite data). 

3.1.3 Deremining Image Scale 

In an aerial-photograph series. the first frime wiil usually contain the information 

shown in Figure 3-4. In this figure the flying altitude is listed as 6775' ASL. This 

altitude can be used to check the accuracy of the other photographs. By measuring 

the bridge in georectified versions of MB90059-34 (3 mm.) and in A25234-55 (2 

mm.) the following calculations can be made, see Table 3-5. Where, the scales of 

the photographs was provided from the original contact prints; "Bridge Width-P is 

the Iength of the bridge as measured from the contact prints; "Bridge Width-G is 

the length of the bridge as calculated using the stated scale of the contact prints. 

These calculations must be performed in rectified images. Any calculation based on 

measurements frorn a non-georectified photograph would be inaccurate due to dis- 

tortions caused by the altitude the picture was taken. carnera lens imperfections. 



Figure 3 4  Aerial Pltorograph Informarional Overlays 

relief in the Earth's surface and atmosphere effects. Because the photographs are 

taken at altitude. the image is the lerist distoned in the center (nadir), but becomes 

increasingly distoned toward the edges. To adjust for the aforementioned distor- 

rions, images are rectified to the Earth's surface using map projections. 

- pp - -- - 

Table 3-5 Aerial Plrorograpli Scale Calculariori 

a l e  of Photo's 

8ridge Width-P @m) 

Bridge Wi-G (grwnd) 

Ratio of Width-P 

Ratio of Width-G 

Actuai Scale of 
ME90059 

1:15,840 

2 mm 

31,680 mm 

1 :6,T15 

3 mm 

20,325 mm 

15,840 mm : 6 , i X  mm 
=2.330 

31 ,ô80 mm : 20,325 mm 
=1.559 

6,775 1 .559=10,562 
1:10,562 



Given the relatively smafl areal extent of the images used in this thesis, a Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) projection was applied (section 3.4). 

Manual Classification Decision Tree 

Manual classification is the method used in this thesis to classify and interpret aer- 

i d  photographs. The reason for selecting this method is due to the absence of an 

effectua1 aucomated classification scheme for single-band remotely sensed 

imagery. Current methods require multi-spectral data sets. The space-based multi- 

spectral sensors Iack the necessary resolution for the study k i n g  undertaken. Air- 

borne multi-spectral sensors proved too costly. thus leaving the only viable data 

source, aerial photographs. Repeat coverage for the study site was single-band, 

visible specuum, aerid photography. Because manual classification is qualitative, 

a systematic manual classification method was required (Figure 3-6). The classifi- 

cation scheme used by the Province of Manitoba was assessed, and found not to be 

entireIy applicable to the type of analysis k ing  performed in this thesis (Figure 

A2-1). The classifications used in the Federal Canada Land Inventory were also 

examined. The Canada Land Inventory was concerned wi th providing an i nven tory 

of suitability. This classification scheme was not appropriate for land use change, 

as they were assessing the suitability of a region for use by a particular type of pro- 

ductivity (e-g. foresay. mining, various forms of agriculture). Further to what was 

stated above, a manual classification scheme was needed in order to make the clas- 

sification as repeatable as possible, given that this method is qualitative in design. 

This decision cree was constructed for the specific geographic location of the study 

site discussed in this thesis. It should not be apptied to another region without 



modification. Descriptions of each of the land use types has been included, to aid 

in the correct identification of the land use types used in this thesis (section 3.6). 

The only notable exception is the infrastructure land use description. This land use 

type requires ground verifîcation as it can easily be misclassified as Rural-residen- 

tial [and use. Infrastructure land uses include propeny used for recreational. water- 

distribution, and waste-management facilities. 



Manual Classification Decision Tree 

Near Riperian ['"l 

'May require ground verifkation to determine if the land 
is king used to locate infrastruture facilities. 

Figure 3-6 Manual Classificarion Decision Tree 



3.6 Manual Classification Decision Tree - Supplemental 
Descriptive Information 

3.6.1 Rural -residential Land Use 

Developed.. . This land use type is identified as cleared 
land and can be initially identified by either a complete 
absence. or an extremely sparse coverage of trees (im- 
age A). The land shouldn't show any agricul tural activ- 
ities (the one exception being domestic gardens), 
specifically furrows or ti llage; this should include tree 
farms. In aerial photography, this classification ap- 
pears to have a consistently smooth texture. can be ei- 
ther dark or light in overall tone (season and road 
surface- type dependent). and con tains a road ne twork 
(not necessarily a grid system). The smooth texture is 
the result of the removal of trees and the planting of 
short urban grasses (as opposed to longer wild prairie 
grasses). In the picture to the right a road system is 
clearly visible. The features in this aerial photograph 
have been identified as the trailer park located just West 
of the Highway No.1 bridge spanning the Assiniboine 
wi thin the research area. Notice the short segments of 
road surface ninning on either side of the main road- 
ways, these are the roofs of the trailers. 

Nor Developed ... This land use type is identified as 
cleared land. and can be ini tially identified by either a 
complete absence of, or, extremely sparse coverage of 
trees. The land shouldn't show any agncultural activi- 
ties (the one exception k ing  domestic gardens), spe- 
cifically furrows or tillage; this shouid include tree 
farms (image B). In aeriai photography this classifica- 
tion appears to have a consistently smwth texture, cm 
be either dark or light in overall tone (season depend- 
ent), and may contain a road network (not necessarily 
a grid system). The smooth texture is the result of the 
removal of trees and. in some instances. the planting of 
short urban grasses (as opposed to longer wild prairie 
grasses). The aenal photograph to the right is located 



immediately east of the image above. Notice the large 
rectangular area of clear land, and the consiscence of 
the image tone and texture. This is an area which has 
been recently taken out of production. There is a ridge 
mnning up the middIe of the image, this is actually a 
drainage ditch for the field. According to Topographie 
Reference Map 62H/13 (fourth edition), this area is 
identified as a municipal park. A visual inspection 
shows this area to be an undeveloped green-space, no 
park structures or constructed pathways. 

Ripariun Forest. . . This land use type has a comple te 
forest canopy obscuring most, or al1 of the ground be- 
neath (image c). To avoid the misclassification of tree 
farms as riparian habitat, the trees should not appear to 
be in straight parallel rows. Having stated this, keep in 
mind that riparian habitat expands and contracts in syn- 
chronization with the river rneander movement; this 
too cm result in trees growing in rows. The difference, 
however, is that the rows will appear to follow the me- 
anders, and should not be oriented in perfectly straight 
rows. Funhermore, the tree stand in question should be 
in the immediate vicinity of a river. In aerial photogra- 
phy this land use type appears to have a rough texture 
and can be either dark or light in overall tone depend- 
ing on the tree species, as well as the season. If the 
riparian habitat is primarily deciduous, then the texture 
will differ from one season to the next, The aerial pho- 
tography to the right of this paragraph is of a riparian 
habitat. It is a relatively large forest stand in immediate 
proximity to the Assiniboine River, and is pnmarily 
comprised of deciduous trees. The image below this 
one is of the same area in the winter season (image D). 
Note the "fuzzy" quaiity of the image, this is creaced by 
the reflection of sunlight off of the denuded deciduous 
tree canopy. The Assiniboine River appears to have 
narrowed at the bottom of this image; in actuality it is 
ice on river which gives it  this appearance. In both im- 



ages, it  is possible to see the trees closest to the river 
grow in a row following the course of the meander. 

Riparian Forest Island.. . This land use type has a com- 
plete forest canopy obscuring most, or al1 of the ground 
beneath (image E). Like the previous classification, to 
avoid the misclassification of tree farms as riparian 
habitat, the uees should not appear to be in straight par- 
allei rows. Furthemore, the tree stand in question 
should be in the close proximity to a riparian forest, 
river, or both. Similar to the "riparian forest" abuve, in 
aerial photography (image to the right) this classifica- 
tion appears to have a rough texture, and can be either 
dark or light in overall tone depending on the tree type 
(deciduous or coniferous). The Assiniboine River is 
visible at the top-right of this image. The riparian is- 
land has be separated from the remaining riparian for- 
est by a Rural-residential land use incursion to the north 
(the top in al1 of these images is north) 

3.6.3 Agriculture Land Use 

Agricultural (producrive). ..This land use type in aerial 
photogtaphy appears to have a consistently smooth ho- 
mogeneous texture, can be either dark or light in over- 
al1 tone (season and crop dependent). and tends to have 
a large continuous coverage (image F). The picture to 
the right is of a mature crop, the furrows are almost en- 
tirely obscured by the foliage of the crop. An area 
where there is a gap in the foliage shows the straight 
lines of the furrows at the bottom right of the image. 

Agriculrurul Cfallow) ... This land use type in aerial 
photography appears to have a consistently smooth 
texture, can be either dark or light in overall tone (sea- 
son and crop dependent), and tends to have a large con- 
tinuous areal extent. The picture to the right (image G) 
is of a fallow field, the furrows are clearly visible as 



there is no obscuring foliage. It shouId be noted that it 
is easy to incorrectly identify fallow and productive 
fields early in the growing season, and after harvest. 
Because there is no crop showing early in growing sea- 
son, and both fallow and productive fields tend to be 
tilled. they will be indistinguishable in aenal photogra- 
phy at this time in the growing season. The same prob- 
lem of identification exists after harvest. As a result, 
any study looking at the percentage of fallow to pro- 
ductive agriculture land use should be done in mid- 
summer; when the crops on productive land are cleariy 
visible. 

Road System Land Use 

Road L a d  Use.. .This land use type can be easily iden- 
tified as long continuous lines across the Earth's sur- 
face (image H) and which commonly has very high 
reflectance due to the road surface material. Concrete 
has a very high reflectance and as a result appears 
white in black & white aerial photography. Black-top 
or asphalt generally appears to be a mid tone gray; new 
black top will be intensely black in the photography. 
Gravel roads can effectively scatter sunlight incident 
upon the road surface, and generally appears white in 
Manitoba. The prevalent use of crushed limestone as a 
surfacing material in this province can account for the 
high scattering visible in image (1). Other cornmon 
road surfaces include red-stone (sedimentary based), 
pea-stone (igneous based), and earth (ciay based). Re- 
spectively, these roads surfaces appear as a lighter 
shade of gray. very Iight shade of gray approaching 
white, and dark gray approaching black. Below the in- 
itial example of road land use, there are three smaller 
representative images of gravel, gravel/mud meeting 
concrete and mud meeting concrete (displayed in that 
order; image 1). The final distinction can only be made 
via ground verification. 



3.6.5 WarerLunà Use 

River.. .This earth surface feature is rather obvious, 
particularly when trying to identify a high order Stream 
like the Assiniboine river. The river is a dominant fea- 
ture in aerial photography, and it appears as a long me- 
andenng ribbon and the surface tone is homogeneous 
(image J). In large scale aeriai photography it is easy to 
incorrectly classify the shadows cast by large river side 
trees as part of the riparian habitat. S hadows case by 
trees in this image are evident alone the southem ripar- 
ian strip. 

Por-hole.. .This earth surface feature is not as obvious 
as a high order Stream. In the image to the right (image 
K) a pot-hole can be see in the center. They range from 
a dark gray to black in colour. Usuatly they can be 
identified by either a surrounding of ta11 grass and 
reeds, or by perimeter tillage scares. As farmers uy to 
increase their arable land, they drain pot-holes and 
back-fil1 them. Pnor to back-filling the very fertile sed- 
iments are removed, to be re-applied later. They can be 
mistakenly identified as a riparian island. However, 
notice that there are no shadows cast by any trees 
which should be present if this feature was a nparian 
island. The homogeneous tone of the pot-hole is more 
indicative of water, and dissimilar to the texture preva- 
lent in a riparian habitat. 

Oxbow Lake.. .This earth surface feature is rather obvi- 
ous due to the distinctive oxbow shape (image L). Ox- 
bow lakes oçcur when the river cuts through a meander 
and has filled in the ends with sediment, thus isolating 
the remaining water from the river and produces the 
distinctive shape. The images (L) and (M) are exam- 
pies of two oxbow lakes in the research area of this the- 
sis. Image (L) is reminiscent of a untouched oxbow, 
while image (M) shows the results of a farmer's efforts 
to drain an oxbow. 



Intermittent Streams ... Two examples of intermittent 
streams can be seen in the images to the right of this 
paragraph (images M and N). Image (N) has a chan- 
nelized Stream running from left to right, terminating in 
the Assiniboine River. The lower image has a "Y" 
shaped intermittent Stream (image O). Both of these 
examples can be easily mistaken as having trees mn- 
ning their length. However, the strearns have k e n  
lined with gras to capture topsoil from the adjacent 
fields, and to reduce the rate of down-cutting. The 
dark-green of the gras appears a dark-gray in these ex- 
amples. In addition, in the dark band in the center of the 
channel is water (image N), or  high soi1 moisture (im- 
age 0). Because the grass is allowed to grow to long 
lengths, the texture may appear similar to the canopy of 
a riparian habitat. However, with practice and ground 
verification these land use features can be detected. 
These streams carry runoff from agricultural fields di- 
rectly to the Assiniboine River. 



3.6.6 Colours assigned to Land Use Classes 

The CYMK colour blends assigned to the eight different land use classes are listed 

in Figure 3-7. These colours where chosen based upon some common cartographie 

colour rissignments (e-g. blue for water, green for vegetation, et cetera). In addition, 

the contrast between similar colours was taken into consideration and designed to 

aid in correctly identifying fand use classes. 

I 

1 7 1  Agriculture 1 
Cyan (C):O 

Magenta (M):O 

Yeliow (Y):lW 

Figure 3-7 Classificariott Colortr Schenie 



3 -7 Change-Detection 

This type of spatial-analysis is used to show the change between time-differenti- 

ated map products. The minimum number of map products required for this analy- 

sis is two. However. if the intended use of the output from a change-detection 

analysis is to support a conjecture that there is a trend within a region, then a trend 

or Ume-senes analysis should be perforrned. Trend analyses requires many more 

time differentiated map products. While trend calculations are performed and dis- 

cussed, the intended application here is to show overall land use change. There are 

different methods of comparing map products temporally. These include Pairwise 

comparison and Cross-tabulation. Painvise comparison is most usefuf in detecting 

change in unclassified remotely-sensed imagery, particularly if the intent is to 

show change in the spectral properties of a material over time (e.g. leaves, con- 

crete, soil). Cross-tabulation is better suited CO comparing classified imagery. This 

method can show which land use classes have changed, how they have changed 

(e-g. Agriculture to Rural-residential housing), quantify the changes (e-g. meten') 

and show when they occurred (e-g. between 1975 and 1994). 

3.7.1 Pairwise Cornparison 

A pairwise comparison type of change-detection (CD), specifically an image differ- 

enci ng. is a quantitative anal ysis. This method is appropriate for determining where 

change has occurred in unclassified images. A pairwise comparison is a mathemat- 

ically simple comparison of two geomeuically corrected images (Figure 3-8). The 

output from this type of analysis must be assessed carefully, because painvise com- 

parison cannot delineate between naturally occumng changes versus anthropogenic 



changes. The analyst has to distinguish between these principal types of variations 

(Eastman, 1991).The image which is produced by this operation will be comprised 

of differenced pixels (Eastman, 199 1). 

- 

Image Differericing 

1 image 1 Image 2 
Differenced 

Image 

Figure 3-8 Iniage Diflerencitzg 

This image will show change between the two images by the difference in pixel val- 

ues. In relation to TSA and trend analysis, which is not the intent here, the ability 

of trend calculations to accurately predict types of change will increase with every 

addi tional image (Le. larger sample size). 

3.7.2 Cross-ta bulation 

Straight cross-tabulation using the total number of pixels in each land use ciass can 

show which land use types have changed and by how much. By virtue of the fact 

that the pixels (in this thesis) have a known area. this method can also determine the 



amount of change (e.g. ~m') in each class as well (Figure 3-9). When performing 

a cross-tabulation on classified images each pixel in every class has the weight of 

1. The spectral values (0-255 gray-scale) of the original remotely-sensed images 

having been substituted for land-use designations during the classification process. 

The total number of pixels contained in each class, for each image. are listed in the 

totals columns (Figure 3-9). 

Image 2 

Riparian 1 0 

Rurai; 4 1 1 

-- 

Figure 3-9 Cross-rabulariorr 

Pixels which have not changed between the images are listed diagonaily (excluding 

the value in the totals). This method quickly and easily shows what land uses have 

experienced any change. For example (Figure 3-9), four units of agriculture land 



use and one unit of riparian land use have been changed to Rural-residential. Fur- 

themore. this method can promptly show which land uses have undergone the 

greatest amount of change. It should be noted that cross-tabulation is an aspatial 

technique, as it does not account for the effect of changes in the surrounding area 

on a pixel. By design this analysis only assesses what has changeci, by what quantity 

and where (if the output is presented as a map product). The table produced from 

this type of comparison has values in pixel counts. These pixel corints have to be 

converted into a unit of mesure. which is calculation using the equation below 

(Equation 3.1). 

Equarion 3.1 Conversion /mm Pixel Counrs to Kilonierre-Sguared  ni') 

Al 1 of the pixels in the classified images have a surface area of 2 meters by 2 meters, 

or 4 meters-squared (4m2). Multiplying the surface area of the pixels by the number 

of pixels found in any of the cross-tabulation cells. will give a product in meters- 

squared; dividing by 1 000 000 will convert the product to kilometres-squared 

(FCrn2). 



3.8 Sources of Error 

The sources of error identified in this thesis include: equipment defects; data entry 

errors; and misclassification. Equipment defects c m  include camera lens arti facts, 

defects in the film stock, and scanner artifacts. Camera lens artifacts are not a con- 

C e r n  because this equipment is very well maintained and camera lenses are manu- 

factured to extremely high tolerances: as a result this error source is minimized. 

Problems with the film stock can occur, but usually appear as obvious defects. 

These can include random image contrast and brightness. overall p r  image quai- 

ity (Le. fuzzy images). Defective film usually does not develop properly; or results 

in a portion of the images king of such poor quaIity, as to be considered useiess. 

Some abnomalities in aerial photography can be created dunng the development 

process. Improper film development can produce artifacts such as streaking, exces- 

sively dark (under exposed) or washed-out (over exposed) images. The streaking 

which can be produced from the deveiopment process usually takes the form of 

parallel lines. This type of streaking usually covers the surface of the image uni- 

fonnly. Development problems can occur but are not common today. In part, this is 

due to the level of automation in the proçessing of film, which produces well bal- 

anced images. Other errors could result from the mishandling of the film during the 

loading and unloading of the camera. If dust is not removed from an aenal-photo- 

graph prior to scanning, this may produce minuscule defects in the scanned image. 

The scanning surface should aiso be checked carefully for finger-prints, dust and 

scratches. 

Data entry errors can result during: the scanning process; transfening files between 



computers and software packages; entering data into spread sheets. If the resolu- 

tion of the scanner is set beyond what the aerial photography is capable of resolv- 

ing, given the altitude it was obtained, this can result in an inaccurate computer 

image. This would be a rare error. as scanners with the resolving power beyond 

that of photography are costly and thus few have access to this type of equipment. 

Transfemng files between computers systems and improper use of computer soft- 

ware can produce emors in the data. These errors are usudly the result of selecting 

a destructive file compression algorithm pnor to transmitting the file via a network. 

Transfemng files between programmes requires selecting a file type which is sup- 

ported by both software packages. Some file types ( e g  GIF, JPEG) use destructive 

compression while saving a file and shouid not be used. The use of non-destructive 

file types such as PICI; T m  and Raw (ASCII or binary) are required. Entering 

data manually can produce rniscalculations resulting from human error. Data 

which has been entered manually, must be rechecked to reduce the possibility of 

errors king propagated: particularly into subsequent analyses. Misclassification 

can be considered a data entry error when accomplished manually. Misclassifica- 

tion can happen easily and musc be limited by producing classification guidelines. 

These guidelines also allow manud classifications to be repeated by other 

researc hers. 

3.8.1 Error Estimation Matrix 

Estimating the error associated with a qualitative analysis such as a manual classi- 

fication is difficult. However. a method used for estimating en-or is to calculate a 

emor estimation matrix. The error matnx calculated in this thesis was produced by 
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manually classifying a subset of the 1994 image twice but on different dates (Figure 

3- 1 0). The sample was chosen because it contains al1 the land use classes defined in 

this thesis. A cross-tabulation was performed to show two features: the number of 

pixels which were classified differently; and in which land use class these differ- 

ences occurred. The total number of pixels in each land use class, produced during 

the different classification dates, are shown below the cross-tabulation table (Figure 

3-10: User Counts No. 1 m d  User Counts No.2). These total pixel counts are then 

subtracted CO show the amount of difference (Figure 3- 10; User's Estimated Accu- 

racy). The pixel counts have also been converted to square-kilomeues. 



Results 

The reszclts presenred in this chapter are derived from the analyses described in the 

previous chaprer. Additional staristical culculations are pe@ormed on the results and 

presen fed in the luter sections of this chapter. 



The type of temporal analysis applied to the classified a e d  photographs used in 

this thesis is cross-tabulation (Section 3.7.2). This method does not apply any 

weighting to either image being used in the analysis, which allows for exarnining 

the subsequent change in a relative sense. That is. a one percent increase is a land 

use which comprises 90% of the land use in an area (90% vs 91%), may not be as 

significant as the same change oçcurring in a land use which was only one  percent 

prior to the increase (1% vs 2%). A one percent increase in a land use to a total of  

two percent would be a two-fold increase in that land use. Furthemore,  this 

method allows the examination of changes based on the intervals between images 

( e g  1969 - 1959 = 10 year interval). The following sections deal with the sum- 

mary statistics of the images and the results of the image-differencing performed 

between them. 

4.1 Summary Statistics 

The study site comprises 4 7 . 4 2 ~ r n ~  along the Assiniboine River west of  The City 

of  Winnipeg. in the Municipality of  Cartier. In 1959 there were two significant land 

uses: agriculture and a riparian ecosystem. The  study site contains five tributaries 

of the Assiniboine River; of which only one (south of the Assiniboine) remains 

mostly intact, the remaining four having been channelized prior to 1959. At this 

time agriculture utilized 36.31 ICrn2 o r  76.57% of this are& while the riparian eco- 

system covered 7 . 8 4 ~ m ~  or 16.53% (Figure 4-1 ). The Roads. Infrastructure and 

Rural-residential landuses collectively utilized only 1 .381Cm2 (2.95%) in 1959. 



These combined land uses reached 1.55~m' (3.24%) an increase of 0.17~m' 

(0.29%). During the sarne period Agriculture saw an increase from 1959 to 1969 of 

0.63 ~m' ( 1 -33%) and Riparian decreased 0.8ICm2 ( 1 -68%). 

Peicentage of Land Use Cover (1 959) fercentage of Land Use C o w  (1%9) 

River 12.99961 

Figure 3-1 Perceur Curerage by Lartd Usefor 1959 & 1969 

Between 1969 and 1975 the land use of this area strirted to change (Figure 4-2). 

Agriculture decreased to 36.18~rn' (76.248) and the combined land uses of 

Roads. Infrastructure and Rural-residential expanded to 2.31Cm2 (4.96%). There 

was also an increase in the Riparian ecosystem of 0.02Km2 (0.05%). or an increase 

of 20.000rn2. This increase occurred in an area immediately West of the Tram-Can- 

ada Highway No.1 bridge, crossing the Assiniboine River. This bridge was under 

construction to add an additionai parallet span related to the 'twinning' of this sec- 

tion of highway, The area of construction was heavily impacted by machinery 



Percentage of bnd Use Corn (1 975) 

Figure 3-2 Percent Coverage by Land Use for 1975 & 1979 

Psrcentage of Land Use Cover (1994) 

Figure 4-3 Percent Cowrage b-v Land Use for 1994 



during the assembly of the bridge span. The 1975 photograph shows that this area 

had been replanted with uees and thus classified as riparian. which explains the 

apparent rapid (6 years) re-establishment of the riparian ecosystem. By 1979, 

Riparian had decreased to slightly less than it had been in 1969 at 14.84%. While 

during the same period of time (1 969- 1975) Roads, Inffastructure and Rural-resi- 

dential land uses al1 experienced significant increases. The increases were 0.09 1 Ibn2 

(90,788rn2). 0.1 141CrnZ (1 14.1 56mZ) and 0 . 5 4 5 ~ r n ~  (545.428m2) respectively. In 

1979 there were was no significant change in land use coverage in cornparison to 

those in 1975. By 1994 agriculture had been reduced to 75.26% of the total land 

use within the study site (Figure 4-3). the Riparian ecosystem was also reduced to 

14.74%. Rurai-residential land use had undergone a significant increase to 2.78%- 

Roads and Infrastructure saw smaller increases to 2.2 1 % and 1.03% respectively. 

In Figure 44 ,  the change in six land uses is expressed in units of Kilometres- 

squared (y-axis) over the caLendar year (x-mis) when the photograph was col- 

lected. The x-ais points are distnbuted proportionately to the di fference between 

calendar yem. has been These summary charts show changes through time in 

Agriculture, Riparian, Rural-residential. Roads and Infrastructure land uses. The 

change in the "Oxbows & Potholes" land use does not appear to be significant. 

However, there are noticeable decreases in the Agriculture and Riparian land uses. 

and matching increases in Roads. Infrasuucture and Rural-residential land uses. In 

particular there appears to be a statistically significant relationship between the 

Agriculture and Rural-residential land uses. 



O h b r  Year 

Calendar Year 

Olendar Year I 

Cakndar Year 

C a l d r  Year 

Ol&r Yerr 

Figure 4-4 Changes in I a d  use (Kilometres-squored) expressed over tirne 

4.2 Cross-tabulaiion Results 

A set of four cross-tabulritions was performed by comparing two classified images 

at a time. These analyses produced the data contained in Figure 4-5, Figure 4-6. 

Figure 4-7 and Figure 4-8. 



4.2.1 Change f?om 1 959- 1 969 

There was an increase of 0.63~m' (63 1.364m2) in Agrïcultural land use during this 

time period. This is the oniy increase in Agriculture during the 35 year coverage of 

the time series used in this thesis ( 1959- 1994). Riparian land use was the most ef- 

fected by this increase, comprising 99.29% of land converted to Agriculture. While 

the Rural-residentid land use remained largely unchanged dunng this period, both 

In frastrucsure and Roads both increased, O.OSK~' and O. 1 2 ~ m ~  respecti vel y. 

4.2.2 Change frum 1969-1975 

There were numerous incremental changes during this time. Riparian underwent a 

smdl increase of 0.02 1 ~ m '  (2 1 .000m2). While Agriculture saw a significant de- 

crease of 0.771Cm2, the majority of this change was from a 0.551Cm2 increase in Ru- 

ral -residential land use. The combined increases in Roads and Infrastructure make up 

the remainder of the decrease in Agriculture at 0.21Cm2. 

4.2.3 Change from 1975-1979 

During this these four years were few changes. Roads and infrastructure did not ex- 

perience an significant change. Riparian undenvent some loss to Rural-residential 

land use ( 0 . 0 2 ~ m ~ ) .  Agriculture also lost area to Rural-residentiai expansion. but not 

significant amounts (0.0Mm2). Rural-residential land use experienced the greatest 

change of any land use during this period (0.08krn2). Infrastructure and Road land 

uses are unchanged. 



4.2.4 Change from 1979- 1994 

The most significant change to occur during this period is a 0.38km2 lost in Agi-  

culture to Rural-residentiai expansion. To a lesser degree. Riparian land use also de- 

creased in area because of a Rural-residential increase ( 0 . 0 2 5 ~ m ~ ) .  Roads and 

Infrastructure both experienced some increases of 0.061Cm2 and 0 . 0 5 ~ r n ~ .  respec- 

tively. 
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4.3 Probabilities of Land Use Change with Study Site 

BeIow are the caIculated land use changes and the corresponding probabilities for 

the given periods of time (Figure 4-9). 

1959-1 969 A (Km') 
1 969 

1 959-1 969 Probability of A 
1 969 

s 
L 

1969-1 979 Probability of A 
1979 

1979-1 994 Probability of A 
1 994 

Figure 4-9 lnnd Use Change f ~ m ' )  and Probubiliries of Change 



The land use "Combined Rural" is the combination of the Infrastructure, Roads, 

and Rural-residential land uses. The data (Figure 4-4) supports the conjecture that 

Infrastructure and roads change in relation to the Rural-residentid land use as 

defined for this thesis (Section 3.6.1). In addition, this combination of related land 

uses simplifies the results of the probability caiculations of Figure 4-9. What can 

be seen in the probabilities calculated in Figure 4-9 is that between 1959-1969 

given that Riparian land use does change, then there was a probability of 0.097 of 

Riparian land use king convened to Agricultural. This would indicate that there is 

a trend, during this ten year period, toward increased Agricultural growth and a 

reduction in Riparian land use. There are also much lower conditional probabilities 

for Riparian and Agriculture land uses k ing  converted to the Combined-Rural 

land use. The likelihood that there will be no change in the Combined-Rural land is 

exuemely high. 

Between 1969-79 there is a significant alteration in the land-use change probabili- 

ties from those of 1959- 1969. The probabili ty of Riparian changing to Combined- 

Rural is 0.032, while the opposite change has a probability of 0.0217. However, 

land use with the greatest conditional probability of changing, is that of Agricul- 

ture to Combined-Rural at 0.1 29. There are also significant condi tional probabi li-  

ties relating the change of Riparian to Agriculture (0.02), Riparian to Combined- 

Rural (0.032) and Agriculture to Combined-Rural (0.022). At first the aforemen- 

tioned probabilities would seem to be counterintuitive. That is, the higher probabil- 

ity of Rural-residential lands converting to Riparian would not seem to support the 

conjecture that Riparian lands are decreasing from Rural-residential developments. 



However, what is k ing  calculated is the probability of the land uses changing 

given that a certain condition is present. The condition is that any change in Rural- 

residential land uses occurs at all. If this condition is met (that change occurs), 

what is the probability that the change will manifest itself in either the Riparian or 

Agricultural land uses. Therefore, these are conditional probabilities with no 

weighting applied. 

It is obvious from the data presented in Figure 4-9, that from 1969- 1979 more land 

was converted from Riparian to that of the Combined-Rural land use (as opposed 

to the opposite) by a factor of 6.9 to 1. Specifically, 0.229 ~ m '  of Riparian land 

use was converted to Cornbined-Rural but only 0.033 ~ m '  of Combined-Rural 

was converted to Riparian. While the conditional probability of Riparian changing 

to Combined-Rural was lower than the opposite event, when the change did occur 

in Riparian it was of greater magnitude. What is also evident from the probabilities 

in Figure 4-9, is that the dunng the period in question (1969-1979) trends in land 

use within this area were undergoing some form of change. By way of example the 

probabilities of Riparian to Agriculture, Riparian to Combined-Rural. Agriculture 

to Combined-Rural and Combined-Rural to Riparian are al1 very similar; 0.019, 

0.032, 0.022, 0.022 respectively. Contrast this variability to the consistency found 

in the previous ten year span; it  becomes evident that land use trends are in flux 

during the 1969- 1979 time frme. 

From 1979 to 1994, a fifteen year period, there appears to be some degree of stabili- 

zation in the probabilities. Two probabilities appear to indicate some trend. those of 

Riparian to Combined-Rural and Agriculture to Combined-Rural; 0.004 and 0.0 13 



respectively. The other land use probabilities are several orders of magnitude lower 

in cornparison wirh the aforemen tioned land uses changes. 



Discussion 

This chapter is an in-depth discussion of the resulrs from the change detecrion analysis. 

inclrrding the significance of the results on how rirese riparian ecosystems could porentially 

be rnanaged in a context of sustainable developrnenr. 



5.1 Riparian Ecosystems - Local Disturbances 

As previously mentioned (Section 2.1.1 ) riparian ecosystems are highly productive 

and contain a great number of species (Kauhan  and Krueger, 1984). These two 

attributes are what make this ecosystem type important to the naturai environment. 

The perceived aesthetic beauty of riparian ecosystems establishes their value 

socio-economically (Section 2.1.4). Unfortunately, i t  is this perceived aesthetic 

value which has resulted in houses king consuucted within this ecosystem. While 

these ecosystems experience intermittent disturbances which are beneficial (e-g. 

flooding, fires), they are negatively impacted by permanent disturbances (Section 

2.1.1). Specifically, the rernoval of trees, construction of houses, and the resulting 

noise of human habitation can al1 have negative impacts upon this ecosystem (Tac- 

cogna and Munro, 1995). Agricultural activities within this habitat are also detri- 

mental, because it involves the complete removal of this ecosystem to some 

degree. 

5.2 Land Use Changes within the Research Area 

The result of the cross-tabulation shows a marked transformation in land use dunng 

the p e n d  of 1959 to 1994. There has been a significant change to a more Rural-res- 

idential land use, and a move away from agriculture after 1969 (Figure 4-4). Data 

were not collected to determine the cause of this Rural-residential expansion, as it  

would be outside the scope of this thesis. However, it can be postulated that proba- 

ble reasons include reduced property taxes and larger & less expensive properties 



than those found within The City of Winnipeg. Additional impetuses for people to 

seek property outside Winnipeg may be the perception that these areas are less likely 

to suffer from criminal activities, and are more aesthetically desirable. The property 

sizes at Ground Verification Site No.3 are greater than a standard city lot; and heav- 

ily treed which many people consider a highly desirable aesthetic attribute (Fïgure 

A3-6; [el-4). Taxes are less than those of Winnipeg, as there are fewer but similar 

services to those found in the city (e.g. sewage, and hydro but no public transporta- 

tion). The lots found at Ground Verification Site No.6 range in size, from standard 

city lots to double the standard size (Figure A3-15). These could ail be considered 

push factors as discussed in Section 2.1.6. The remotely sensed data coilected sup- 

ports the conjecture that the move towards Rural-residential land use is a trend for 

this area. The results of the analysis performed in Section 4.2 also show an 

increase in the Rural-residential landuse for the same period expressed in the cen- 

sus data. In addition. the data collected dunng the 1996 Census from the enurnera- 

tion areas within the study site al1 show increiised housing starts until the 1991- 

1996 time period (Figure 5-1); a period of time when Canada was experiencing an 

economic recession. The 1996 Census also contains data regarding the age of the 

respondents. In Figure 5-2, three population pyramids are shown with three basic 

population calculations: Total Dependency Ratio; Age Dependency Ratio: and 

Youth Dependency Ratio. The Total Dependency Ratio is the sum of the ages 65- 

8 9  + ages 0-14 divided by population between the ages of 15-64. The Age 

Dependency Ratio is calculated by dividing the ages 65-85+ by the same denomi- 

nator as above; The Youth Dependency is calcuiated by dividing those between O- 



14 years of  age by the 

Period of a>nrtnrdion. 1946-1- 25 O 15 25 25 
Penod of construccion. 1961 -1970 
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Period of amrtruaion. 1981 -1990 1 I E I I I :  

Figure 5- 1 Census Dura & Enunrerarion Areas (Statics Canada. 19%) 

aforementioned denominator (Nam, 1984). What can be seen in Figure 5-2 is that 

population distribution within these three enumeration areas are distinctly bimo- 



da]. There are two spikes in the population &ta which is present in both genders. 

The spikes are at the ages of 34-49 and 5- 14, based on this data and the Age 



Figure 5-2 Population Pyramids ut the Enutnerurion Area Scule 



Dependency Ratios. one can infer that there are young families in residence within 

these enurneration areas. These enumetation areas coincide with zones within the 

study site which have experienced an increase in Rural-residential land use. Con- 

struction within the enumerarion area 46005454 tapers off from 199 1 - 1996. How- 

ever, if Statistics Canada were to apply the same census questionnaire in this area 

presently, they would find that construction numbers would have increased by at 

least twenty homes between 1997-2000. Ground-truthing at a site within this enu- 

meration area showed the new housing development of "Sunny Harbour Estates" 

k ing  constnicted (Figure A3-12). The amount of agricultural land sold to devel- 

opers dunng the p e n d  1959-1994 is significant. The amount of property which 

has been added to the Rural-residential land use class over this 35 year period was 

1 .O1 ~ m '  (1.014.176 m'). Of 1 .O1 Km2 added to the Rural-residential land use 

class. 0.83 ~ m '  (825.612 rn2) comprising 8 1.4% of the totaI increase had previ- 

ously been classified as agriculture. The nparian areas in the research area experi- 

enced a 0.19 ~ r n '  (187.912 m') reduction caused by a subsequent increase in the 

Rural-residential land-use. These incursions into riparian habitats are the product 

of insufficient urban planning and poor environmental regulations. Fully 18.5% of 

the Rural-residential land-use increase would have fallen within a regulated area. 

had this expansion occurred within the limits of The City of Winnipeg (Figure 5- 

4). That equates to 187.644 m2 (of which 123.324 m2 was within the riparian land- 

use ctass) of Rural-residential development which would have had to been 

assessed under Municipal Waterways development by-laws (Section 5.3.1 ; City of 



Winnipeg. 1992). As in Section 4.3, probability matrices were calculated for the 
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Figure 5-3 Lund Use Change (K&) and Probabiiiries of Change wirhin 106ni Buffer 



land-use classes of Ripaian, Agriculture and Cornbined-Rural (Figure 5-3); but for 

land uses that would have been within the 106 metre buffer used in the City of 

WI nnipeg. The Cornbined-Rural land-use classification is the same as previously 

defined in Section 4.3. As with the probabilities calculated for the entire image, the 

most prominent trend is towards Riparian k i n g  converted to Agriculture between 

1959 and 1969. Again. as with the probabilities calculated for the entire image. 

there is considerably more variability between 1969 and 1979. However. there are 

some similarities, the most significant trends are: Agriculture to Riparian, Riparian 

to Combined-Rural and Agriculture to Combined-Rural. There appears to be a 

trend within the buffer, as opposed to outside it, towafds some Agriculture k ing  

convened to Riparian. However, the probabilities associated with this type of 

change is lower than that calculated for opposite action (i.e. Riparian king con- 

vened to Agriculture; Figure 5-3). The probabilities for the period of time from 

1979 to 1994 within the buffer appear similar to those outside it. There is a strong 

trend towards Agriculture king changed to a Combined-Rural land use. The next 

rnost significant probabi lity is that Riparian will be converted to a Combined-Rural 

land use. In Summary. within the 106 metre buffer the trends in land use appeared 

to have two stable periods from 1959- 1969 and again from 1979-1994, with an 

intervening period of transition from 1969 to 1979. Should the present trends con- 

tinue. more riparian lands could be lost to unregulated Rural-residential expansion. 

5.3 Government Regulations Applicable to Riparian Areas 

The jurisdictions of al1 three levels of government (Municipal, Provincial. and Fed- 

eral) overlap in the area of waterway management. The City of Winnipeg has regu- 



lations in place to protect against activities which may further degrade the banks of 

rivers and strearns within city lirnits. Beyond the boundaries of the municipalities 

the responsibility of protecting Stream banks on non-navigable waterways falls to 

the provincial government. The Federal Department of Fisheries & Oceans is ulti- 

mately responsible for ensuring that water quality and fish stocks are not dimin- 

ished by human activities on navigable waterways and areas considered fish 

habitat; specifically, those human activities which may occur in close proximity to 

water. It is bewi ldering, given the aforementioned government concems and 

responsibilities. that management plans have not been developed by these agencies 

to protect the one ecosystem which could mitigate their concems most apprecia- 

bly, the riparian ecosystem. 

5.3.1 Municipal k v e l  

The City of Winnipeg has regulated construction d o n g  streams within the city Iim- 

its for the past 45 years (City of Winnipeg, 1996). A Watenvay Permit is required 

before construction c m  begin within 106 metres (350 ft.) (Figure 5-4) of the 

r REGULATED AREA Y 

350 Feet' Riverûed' ,* 350 Feet' - - - 
250 Feet" C reekbed " 250 Feet" 

'Constnrction Regulaüons along City Watemays.' Winnipeg: City of Winnipeg. 
Land and Developrnent Services. F e b ~ r y .  1996. 

Figure 5 4  Ciry of Winnipeg Regulared River Fmnr Area (City of Winnipeg. 19%) 



Assiniboine or Red Rivers (City of Winnipeg. 1996). A 106 m. buffer-strip image 

was applied to the classified images; to extract the present land uses which would 

fall within the City of Winnipeg's regulated area had the study site been wirhin the 

city limits: the resulting extracted land uses are presented in Figure 5-5, Figure 5-6, 

Change in Land Uses within 
a Buffer Strip of 106 m. (350 ft.) from 1 959-1 969 

Land Uw Types 

Figure 5-5 C/iatrges in Land Use W h i n  a 1 O6 nterre (350fr.) Bufler Srrip ( 1959- 1969) 



and Figure 5-7. It is clear from these charts that the foremost land use is riparian. 

followed by the agriculture and Rural-residential Imd uses. However. the amount 

of riparian and agricultural land uses have decreased, while Rural-residential land 

use has incresised. The City of Winnipeg does regulate construction activities within 

Change in Land Uses within 
a Buffer Strip of 106 m. (350 fi.) from 1969-1 979 

Land Use Types 

Figure 5-6 Changes in i and  Use IVirliin a 106 nterre (350fi.) Buflet- Srrip ( 1969- / 979) 



106 m. o f  the Assiniboine and Red Rivers: no such regulations exist beyond the city 

limits. Funhermore. the City o f  Winnipeg does not necessarily restrict activities 

within the regulated 106 metre area. The primary concern of the City is to minimize 

any impact on the river bmk. because the rivers are an integral part o f  the City's 

Change in Land Uses within 
a Buffer Strip of 106 m. (350 fi.) from 1979-1 994 

Land Use Types 

Figure 5-7 Changes in Land Use FeVifhin a IO6 rnerre (35Ofi.) Bufer Strip ( 1  979-1 9%) 



Figure 5-8 Sluttipirtg. Nonla- Wesr of rhe inrersecrion of Sr.Mary's Rd. and rhe Perinieter Hwy.  

flood management system (Winnipeg Municipal By-Law No. 5888/92:3.2(a)-(d): 

Figure A2-2)). Therefore. any proposed project tfiat can be shown to have little, or 

no potential impact upon the stability of the Stream bank, will most likely be 



Figure 5- 9 River Bank Engineering (ca. 2CKZO). 



Figure 5- 1 O Slun~ping. Sr. Viral Municipal Park  Wimipeg .  Mar~ifoba.  

approved (barring a city zoning variance which may be required). When examining 

Figure 5-8 and Figure 5-10 i t  becornes apparent chat the present bank-stabiiization 

programme in Winnipeg appears to be ineffectual. This ineffectualness may be due, 

in part, to a lack of funding, or inadequate regulations; regardless of the reason the 



results rire the same, a degrading river bank. Figure 5-8 shows the shallow mass- 

wasting which is occumng dong the Red River (North-West of the intersection of 

St.Mary's Rd. and the Perimeter Hwy). This shallow mas-wasting is on the outside 

of a meander. While this is the natural location for erosion to occur on a river, the 

type (shallow mass-wasting) and rate of erosion are not- This slope was not under 

any loading from buildings. However. there is recent construction to north of the 

location, where an entire housing division has k e n  built. What may have contrib- 

uted to the degradation of the bank shown in Figure 5-8 was not any single event, 

but rather a combination of effects: high water levek and flow-rates dunng the 1997 

Manitoba flood: artificially generated seismic activities from nearby construction 

(e.g. pile-driving, and the movement of heavy equipment): the trafic vibration from 

the nerirby road (St.Mary's Road) and highway (Perimeter Highway); md the ab- 

sence of any large trees with substantive roots systerns.While there are root systems 

retaining some of the soi1 at this site, the roots are too shallow. too smail and not 

present in any significant density (Figure 5-8 (A]). The City recently re-engineered 

this river bank during the summer of 2000 (Figure 5-9). In that figure, the area high- 

lighted in red shows the extent of the Red River during increased flows. Additional 

insets show the extent of the rip-rap dong the shoreline and coming down from a 

culvert. The Red River is powerful and it is questionable as to whether the size of 

rip-rap used (from 0.5 to 1 .O foot) is large enough. In the upper-right corner of Fig- 

ure 5-9, there is an inset showing a 40 foot tree (diameter ranging fiorn 0.5 to 3 feet) 

which had be deposited some 60 feet up the river bank. It should ôe noted, that re- 

gardless of the new engineering this bank is continuing to experience shallow mass- 

wasting. In Figure 5-10 the sizable shallow mas-wasting event (2.1 17 meues) 



which occurred in St-Vital Municipal Park (ca.1998) is clearly visible. Like the 

bank is Figure 5-8 there was no direct loading from buildings. Unlike the locale in 

Figure 5-8. St-Vital Park does not experience the sarne level of vehicle traffic nor is 

there any nearby heavy construction. Within St-Vital Park, what appears to have oc- 

curred was chat due to a dearth of large uees (specifically the cohesion provided by 

their root systems) and significant Stream under-cutting this particularly high river 

bank destabilized. The sod visible in Figure 5-8 [A] is comprised of weed species 

and long grasses; while the sod visible in Figure 5-10 is cultivated grass with very 

shallow roots. The poor condition of the river bank at these two sites can be attrib- 

uted to some degree to the City of Winnipeg's building by-Iaws. Winnipeg does 

have a general long-term urban plan concerning river front development. The h a -  

tion of any proposed construction will be assessed to see if it  conflicts with the over- 

al1 urban development plan (e.g. proposed park space). However, the City currently 

has no environmental protection regulations for the riparian ecosystems. The ma- 

jotity of the environmental protection efforts have been from local non-governrnent 

organizations. Of particular note, the "Save Our Seine" group has done a great deal 

of work to clean-up the Seine River within the City of Winnipeg. 

5.3.2 Provincial Level 

The Province also lacks environmental regulations dealing specifically with ripari- 

an ecosystems. As with the City of Winnipeg, the Provincial regulations are in place 

to protect catchments (e-g. water quality, flood management). These regutations 

can, by default, provide some measure of protection to the regions riparian ecosys- 

tems but only indirectly. However, riparian areas are not even directly protected 



within Provincial Parks. Figure 5-1 L clearly shows the current boundvies of 

Beaudry Provincial Heritage Park (ca. 1999). While the fields north of Provincial 

Highway 241 (PH241) and south of the river are mostly fallow, they are full of nox- 

ious weeds particularty Canada-thistle [Cirsium arvense (L.) Scop-] and Dandelion 

[Taraxacum sp. Zinn]. However, the fiefds south of PH241 appear to be under some 

cultivation, which are well within the boundaries of Beaudry Provincial Heritage 

Park. Portions of this park should have k e n  replanted to aid in the re-establishment 

of the riparian ecosystem. 

Furthemore. current provincial regulations do not appear to have any authority 

over the development of municipal centres, enabling municipalities to build withiii 

ecologically sensitive riparian ecosystems. For example, the Rural-residential de- 

veloprnents king consuucted within the riparian ecosystem located in the site 

study. The Province of Manitoba, like the City of does not appear to be 

intentionally neglecting local riparian ecosystems. Instead. there appears to be a 

lack of understanding regarding the importance of riparian ecosystems. This has re- 

sulted in regulations which do not afford any direct protection to the local riparian 

ecosystems. 

5.3.3 Federal Level 

The Federal Government currently manages al1 waterways, including the channeU 

lake/oçean beds (the only notable exception king those who had property rights 

prior to the current Act). However, the Federal Government does not have direct 

control over the land surrounding waterways with one main exception. 
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The current policy of the Federal Department of Fisheries & Oceans (DFO) is "no 

net loss" (Gov.'t of Canada, 1995). That is, if a development required the removal 

of fish habitat, the amount of habitat removed must be recreated in another locale; 

this is referred to as compensation (Gov.'t of Canada, 1995). Under the Fishenes 

Act fish habitat cannot be darnaged (Figure A2-3). The Act may be suspended for 

specific projects after they have k e n  reviewed by the Minister of Fishenes (Gov.'t 

of Canada. 199 1 ). and compensation would be a condition of the suspension. How- 

ever, like the provincial and municipal regulations, the federal regulations can only 

provide indirect protection to ripaian ecosystems. Federal regulations address wa- 

ter quality and fish habitat concerns; not the condition of the environment immedi- 

ately surrounding a water-body or Stream (unless that environment is negatively 

impacting a water-body). Where a housing developer may trigger a review under 

Fisheries Act, is the placement of septic fieids. However, new developments within 

the research area have k e n  connected to the municipal sewage systern. Under the 

Fisheries Act may a review may be warranted if a developer wanted to take water 

from, or put substances into a water-body. Again. the developments within the re- 

search area have been tied into existing Municipal systems. In addition, the new de- 

velopments never built upon or altered the river bank (Le. fish habitat), thus never 

prompting a review by DFO. This is a regulatory deficiency considering that the en- 

vironment imrnediately surrounding a stream is part of the catchment basin, and it 

h a  the greatest influence over the quality of the water in a stream. 



Conclusions & Recommendations 

This chaprer draws conclusions based upon the findings fmm rhe research 

pegormed in Chaprers 4.0 & 5.0 and the lirerarure review in Chuprer 2.0. Ir ais0 rnakes 

recommendations based upon the aforemenrioned research. 



While there is existing research deaiing with the topics of riparian ecosystems (e-g. 

productivity). agricultural and rural-residential development; none deals specifi- 

cally with quantifying the impact of Rural-residential expansion on Agriculture 

and Riparian land uses. Nor does existing research point out the current regdatory 

deficiencies, which hinders government agencies from effectively managing ripar- 

ian ecosystems in the Province of Manitoba. 

It can be concluded from the data, that within the study site the Rural-residential land 

use has k e n  increasing since 1979. The two land uses which sustained losses due to 

the Rural-residential increases are Agriculture and Riparian. This change in land 

use trend occurred over a ren year p e n d  1969- 1979. Prior to 1969 the likelihood 

calculations indicated an increase in Agriculture. However. based upon likelihood 

calculations using the images from 1979 and 1994, it would rippear that Rural-res- 

idential increases will continue so long as the conditions giving rise to this trend 

remriin in eRect. The 1996 Federal Census indicates that young families are the 

predominant residents at this location: and that the housing king constructed 

within the study site has largely ken  single-family dwellings. In addition, 18.5% 

(187.644 m') of the Rural-residential development occurred within 106 metres 

(350 feet) of the Assiniboine River; and of this development 65.7% of the land had 

been Riparian (1 23,324 m'). 

The regulations from al1 three levels of govemment regarding catchment protec- 

tion are ineffectual, because they do not directly provide protection to riparian eco- 



systems. They are primarily concerned with water quality, health of fisheries & fish 

habitat, and flood mitigation. What the regulations are not concemed with is the 

direct protection of riparian ecosystems. This deficiency is due in part to the 

absence of any standardized method of characterizing riparian ecosystems. Physi- 

cal evidence of this deficiency in protection is visible in the classified aerial-photo- 

graphs used in this thesis. There are areas where the riparian ecosystem has been 

completely removed and replaced with either agriculture or Rural-residential devel- 

opments. Completely removing a section of riparian ecosystem produces increased 

bank erosion and destabilization, as well as fragmentation of the ecosystem. The 

cause of this denudation of large sections of river bank is primariiy due to poorly 

constnicted regulations, resulting in regulator loop-holes. What further compounds 

the difficutties in protecting this ecosystem is the number of agencies involved at al1 

levels of govemrnent. Riparian ecosystems could fa11 under the purview of either, 

the Department of Fisheries & Oceans, or the Department of Environment. In addi- 

tion, what was the provincial Departrnent of Manitoba Environment, re-titled 

Manitoba Conservation, could also have some level of jurisdiction. To complicate 

matters further, the local municipalities have some authority within their respective 

municipal boundaries. Besides the above reasons, there are political reasons for 

provincial and municipal govemments to be included in the developrnent of man- 

agement policies relating to riparian ecosystems. However, there are additional 

probiems related to economics. Greatly reduced government budgets have pre- 

cluded the hiring of enough personnel to enforce the current regulations at any 

level (i-e., municipal. provincial and federal). Riparian ecosystems are important to 

the local environment and should be afiorded an effective level of protection 



against anthropogenic activities by legislation from all three levels of govemment. 

While a complete ban on construction within riparian ecosystems is impossible 

and impracticai, strong regulations protecting the long-term health of this ecosys- 

tem, not shon-term financial gains of any municipality o r  individuals, should be 

developed immediately. The first step toward developing such regulations would 

require the formalization of communications between the different levels of gov- 

emments and their respective agencies regarding environmental matters. After this 

has been completed, the other "stake-holders" must become involved (developers, 

home owners, et cetera). The time frarne for this is short, as urban centres continue 

to expand with the continually growing population, there will be increasing pres- 

sure on this ecosystem (Ruhl. 1999). The pressures originate fiom developers 

wanting to build more housing, and from the desire of a growing human popula- 

tion for more park space. A management strategy must be in place to protect this 

ecosystem from further damage, such as the darnage identified by this thesis. Addi- 

tionaI research needs to be done, to determine the cause of the current trend for 

people to move out into the capital region surrounding Winnipeg (cg .  Saint Fran- 

cois Xavier, Headingly, Oak Bluff, Birds Hill, Stonewall, Stoney Mountain, and La 

Salle). Research into municipal taxation, propeny values and building costs could 

disclose the cause of this outward migration. Once the causes are known, new reg- 

dations could be drafted to redress the current deficiencies and thus afTord some 

levei of effectua1 protection, to Manitoba's riparian ecosystems, against funher 

degradation. Riparian ecosystems must be protected; not only because they contain 

unique assemblages of species but because they are an integral part of the water- 

shed. 
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Spoendix- 1 : Abbreviations & Tems 

While tlie/ollowing r e m  are defined in rhe body ofrhis thesis. Appendix-l is inrend to 

assis1 the reader by providing a single area devoted ro defining rhe technical and 

professional r e m  used in this rizesis. 



&bit Imagery-This denotes the numberof colours present in an image. 8-bit is an image comprised of pixels 
each defined by 8 bits of &ta. This type of imagery has a pallet of 256 colours available. 

16-bit Imgery-This denotes the number of colours present in an image. l 6b i t  is an image comprised of 
pixels each defined by 16 bits of data. This type of imagery h a s  a pallet of 32.768 colours available. Not al1 
of the 16 bits are used as colours by the computer. some bits are used for p p h i c  effects such as opacity. 

Albedo-'The pruponion of the solar light incident upon an element of the surface of a planet. which is again 
diffusely reflected from it. Hence in extended use. applied to the proportion of light reflected from various 
surfaces." (O.E.D. 2nd Edition. Vol. 1. p. 296) 

Anthropogenic-is any activity initiated by a h u m - k i n g  producing an effect. be it either detrimental or 
beneticial. 

Atmospheric Windowsare those regions of the elecuornagnetic spectrum (EMS) which have detectable 
levels after passing through the Eanh's aunosphere. (Colwell. 1983) 

Avifauna-"ColIective temi for the various kinds of birds found in any district or country: the 'Fauna' so far 
as concerns birds." (O.E.D. 2nd Edition. Vol. 1. p. 82 1 ) 

Biota-"A collective t e m  for the animal and plant life of a region." (O.E.D. 2nd Edition, Vol. II. p. 2 10) 

Charged Coupled Device (CCDkThe CCD's essentially perform the same function as silver halide but 
through electronic means. CCD's detect the reflected light from the surface begin scanneci be it the Earth or 
ri photograph. The as the CCD's detect photons signals are produced in relation to the wavelength and inten- 
sity of the photons. These signals are the digital representrition of the values assigned to the wavelengths of 
the detecred photon by the computer program. 

Database (dBkA daubase is a method of stonng data digitally in a computer system. Specifically it is a file 
or groups of files conraining information on one or more objects of interest organized in such a manner as to 
facilitate rapid reuieval- 

DatumaThe  quantities. chancters. o r  symbols on which opnions are performed by computers and other 
automatic equipment. luid which may be stored or transmitted in the fonn of electrical signals ..." (O.E.D. 2nd 
Ectition. Vol. IV, p. 264) Canognphically it is essentially the wrne thing. a reference point, in this instance a 
cartogtaphic reference point. 

Dois Per Inch (dpi)-The resolution of scanning equipment is measured in dpi. The higher the dpi the greater 
the ricçurricy in the resultant image in relation to the original (ex. 600 dpi is more accurate than 300 dpi). 

Ecology-'The science of the economy of animals and plants. that branch of biology which deals with the re- 
lations of living orgmisms to their surrounding. their habitats and modes of life. etc." (O.E.D. 2nd Edition. 
Vol. V. p. 58) 



Ekotone-'Transitional belts benueen well-rnarked communities are called ecotones or 'tension belts'." 
(O.E.D. 2nd Edition, Vol. V, p. 61) 

Ecosystem-'The unit of ecology is the eccsystem. which includes the plants and animais occumng together 
plus thrit pan of their environment over which they have an influence." (O.E.D. 2nd Edition. Vol. V. p. 61) 

Edaphic-"Penaining to. produced or influenced by. the soil." (O.E.D. 2nd Edition. Vol. V. p. 65) 

Electromagnetic Radiation-AI1 elecvomagnetic ndiation (EMR) mvels at the "speed of light*' (3 x 108 m 
s- 1)  either from the source of emission or through reflection and rendiation. EMR is cornprised of photons 
which are quantums of light.(Gillespie. 1986) 

Electromagnetic Spectrum-Photons cm be tnvelling at an infinite number of different frequencies. These 
frequencies are what comprised the Elecmmagnetic Spectrum. 

File Trader Protocol (ftp)-This is a pmtocol established to allow the tnnsfer of files between different 
locations and cornputer platform. Tnnsfers of chis type can be accomplished in one of three ways: keeping 
the original file type (creator) intact. binay and ASCII. 

Geographic Information System (GIS)-GIS's are information systerns designed to manipulate dB's where 
spatial relationship between data points are important. 

Ground Verification-1s the visual verification of objects which appear in remotely-sensed imiigery. Usuidly 
done to confirm the accuncy of the classification method used to assign land uses within a scene. 

Habitat-". ..the natunl place of prowth or occurrence of a species." (O.E.D. 2nd Edition. Vol. VI. p. 995) 

Hard-Point-These are locations on the Eanh's surface used to rectified remotely sensed image to a map pro- 
jection. They are chosen due to ease with which they can be located both within the image to be rectified. as 
well ris on the W h ' s  surface. Furthermore. these locations are the least likely to change with the passage of 
time. (e-g. road intersections, and nilway crossings). 

Insolation'The action of placing in the Sun: expose to the sun's nys: sometimes ..." (O.E.D. 2nd Edition, 
Vol. VIL p. 103 1 )  The modem use of insolation is a reference to incoming solar radiation (in-sol-ation). 

Large Scale-In the professions of geognphy and canognphy a large scale is not a close-up view of an m a .  
Rrither, it a spatial representation which litenlly h a  a large "scale." (i.e. 1:500.000 or 1:1.000.000). (dl so 
see srnail scale) 



Lotir Environment-'Of fresh-water organisms or habitats. situated in npidly moving water." (O.E.D. 2nd 
Edition. Vol. IX. p. 42) 

Map product-This term is a genenl one, relating to any cartognphic rnatenals p d u c e d  from a mapping 
project. These products c m  include. but iue not restricted to: thematic maps; topographie sheets and digital 
elevation models. 

Minimum Mapping Unit (MMUjThe MMU is the smallest feature in the map product which m u t  be iden- 
tifiable (e.g a domestic dwelling). 

Projection-Where a projection is the planar aansfomtion of a geodetic speroid. (Eastman. 1993) 

Pull Factor-is a principle of human geognphy, relating to h u m  migration. This term is descriptive of those 
positive or attractive qualities of riparian ecosystems which result in species concentrating this these ;ireris. 

Raster Data-This data type is comprised of cells. within each of these cells is a value. In GIS applications 
the cells values range from 0-255 for a total of 256 possible values. The cells are positioned into roles and 
colurnns which form a matrix. and when displayed this mtrix may form an image. Where the gray shades 
(Digital Numbers. DN's) woutd be represenmtive of values within the data set. In relation to sateIlite data. the 
more pixels which compnse/describe a feature the better the image c m  depict the feature. The a d e  off is chat 
as the amount of pixels increases so does file size. 

Raw Pixel Data (RPD)-Saving data as a RPD places the data in binary format. It is important to note that 
with this file type you have to know the numbers of rows and columns of pixels in the image because there 
is no descriptive information stored in the rictual data file (Le. no header). 

Rayfeigh Scattering-originally discovered by Lord J.W.S. Rayleigh ( 1824 i919). this type of scattering oc- 
curs when "atmospheric panicles have diameters chat are small relative to the wavelength of the radiation" 
(Campbell. 1996). Radiation is in reference to electromgnetic radiation or EMR. 

Remote Sensing (RSkRemote Sensing is the collection. via sensor equipment. of reflected electromgnetic 
energy from an object, md/or objects. without coming into actual physical contact with the object. (Ghassern 
Asrar, 1989) 

Right of way-'The legd right. established by usage of a person or persons to p a s  and repas through 
grounds or propeny belonging to another." (0.E-D. 2nd Edition. Vol. XIII. p. 936) A right of way can al1 so 
be used a road and/or nilway. 

Riparian-"of, pertaining to, or situated in the bank of a river. riverine." (O.E.D. 2nd Edition. Vol. XIII. p. 
971) 

Scene-1s used in reference to a remoteiy-sensed image. A scene is the entire imge  captured by a ternote- 
sensing device. 



Sm11 Sale-This is a spatial represenwtion which h a  a small "scale." (Le. 1:25.000 or 150,000). (al1 so see 
large scale) 

Tagged Image File Format (TLFF)-A =ter gnphic image formai. similar to PICT or PIC. However. this 
f o m t  is capable of describing 24-bit data. unlike the 8-bit PICT format. 

Time Series Analysis (TSA)- is a technique which shows the difference between to temponlly distinguished 
data-sets of the same spatial location. 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM)-This is 3 crinographic projection which divides the globe into 60. 
6' sections latitudinally and A to Z sections longitudinally. and is measured in miers. 

Vignette-'To make with a pndually shaded background or border." (Funk&Wagnalls Cmadian College 
Dictionary, 1986) Single aenal photognphs c m  have a ndial-praduated darkening t o w d  the edges. and is 
rn anifact of the lens and the incidence angle of the recorded visible light. 



Aowndix-2: Ciassification Schemes & Govemment Regulations 

Appendtr-2 conrains the classification sclieme currently used by the Province of Mani- 

toba for land cover mapping in sorrtltern Manitoba. T /~ is  is an infernal and unpub lished 

docunienr obtained from the Manitoba Remote Sensing Centre. In addition, pertinent 

City of Winnipeg bv-laws, and sections of the federal Fisheries Acr are al1 so contained 

in tlzis appetidix for re ference purposes. 



1 C~ASSIFICATION SCHEME: land cover mapping of southem manitoba. 

1. AGRlCULTURAL CROPLANO - CariYsts of al1 lands dedicated to the production of annual cereal. oil 
seed and omer spxhlify aops. fhese lands wwld nomlly k cultrvated on an annual basis. This dass will 
be broken into thrae uop residue dasses: 0% - 33%. 34% - 66%. and 67% - 100%.  

2 FORAGE CROPS - Consisls ot perennial forage such as alfana and dover or blends of fhese with tame 
species of grasS. Faii scaded cmps sucf~ as in te r  m a t  or fall rye are indudcd here. 

3. GRASSUND 1 RANGEUNO - Consists of mixed native awor  tame pdt ie grasses and hems. May 
also include scattermi stands of assoOated sttrubs such as mllow. diokectterry. saskamon and pnchcny. 
Many of mese areas an also used for the m i n g  of b y  whik others are gazW. both uWnd and iowiand 
rneadows fall into mis das .  TWm is m f l y  kss than 10% shrub d tree mer. 

4. OPEN DECIDUOUS - Consists of lands characterizcd by rough topograghy. sMWw %il or poor 
drainage wnich supports a grmuth of shrubs çudi as mllow, aider. sasûatoon a d o r  stunted mes such as 
trembling aspen. balsam poplar and birch. An area could contain up to 50% scaltered tree or shmb m e r .  

5. DECIDUOUS FOAESï - Forest in which 75% to 100% of the canopy is aeaduous. b i n a n t  speaes 
are ttembling aspen. balsam paphr and white birch. May indude snull patches of grassiand. mroh or fens 
l e s  than two Maares in sire. 

6. CONIFEROUS FOREST - Forest is wriich 75% Io 100% of the canopy is miferous. Jackqine and 
sprua are combinad under this diiss. May indude patdiss of treed bogs. mrsh or tens kss than two 
hectares in size. 

7. MIXEDWOOO FOFIEST - A forest type in miCh 25% to 75% of the canopy is wniferous. May indude 
patches of treed bogs. mafsh or f e r s  less than two hectares in sue. 

8. TREEO ROCK - Areas of e- bedmcbc wiUi IeSs Vian 50% tree cover. the dominant speues is 
]ackpine and occasional areas of stuub. 

9. BOGS - Pear cwered or peat-filied depressions mth a high water table. The bcgs are mered with a 
carpet of sphagnurn spp. and erkaoeous shrubs and may be treekss or treed with black sprue andior 
Carnarack. 

10. MARSH & FENS - Grassy. wet areas mth standing or siowly moving water Vegeration consists of gras 
and sedge sods. and ammon hydiophytrc vegetabon such as canail and rushes. Areas are frequentiy 
interspersed wrth biilnneis or pOO(S of open wilter. 

11. BAR€ ROCK. GRAVEL & SAN0 - Exposed areas of bedrock wNi littie or no vegetation. or exposed 
areas such as Sand dunes and beaches. AIso induded area al1 grave1 quarryipit operations, mine ta i l is .  
bunow pi&, and roCk quanies. 

12. BURNT AREAS - BurneU forested areas wth  Sporadic regenerabon and can indude pockets of unbumt 
tree s w s .  

13. FOREST CUTOVERS - Areas wMre cornmermi timber has been compieiely or partially rernaved by 
Ioggtng opentions. Indudes areas which have bee!n replants. 

14. OPEN WATER - Cwists of al1 open water - hlces. rivers. streams. ponds and lagoons. 

15. CULTURAL FEATURES - Built-up areas such as cities and t o m .  peat fam.  golf courses. 
cemetenes. shopptng centres. Urrp r@creatiOn sites. auto meck-yards. airports. cottage areas. race tmCker~. 
durnps. tren nurseries 

16. ROADS & TRAILS -AI1 highways. seçondary roads. trails and ai t  suwey l ins  or righl of ways such as 
railway lines and transmission lines 

lNTERNAl6 UNPUBUSHED MICUMEM Of THE PROVINCE OF MANilOBA. MANiTOeA REMOTE SENSING CENTRE 

Figure A2-1 Classification schenie for land cover niapping of southern Manitoba 



THE CITY OF WINNIPEG BY-LAW NO. SMW2 

Figure AZ-2 The City of Winnipeg &-iuw No. 588&92 

Figure A2-3 Select sections of the federaf Fisheries Act 



90-pendix-3: Ground Verification with Imaees 

Appendix-3 contains the results of the ground verificarion, as well as the ground based pho- 

tograplzs collected to venfi the accuracy of the dassrjïcation scheme developed in this the- 

sis. The ground venjication figures include: the location and direction thar the ground 

photographs were gathered; as well as ground venpcation information (Le. features of in- 

rerest); in conjunction with the ground based photographs for the verificarion site being ex- 

amined. 



It  is important when utilizing classified remotely-sensed imagery to verify the 

results of the method used in the classification, as al1 methods can produce mis- 

classifications. Invariably some portion of a scene is misinterpreted by either the 

automated or manual method selected by the analyst. The following sections 

descnbe eight ground verification sites, These sites where chosen because some 

attribute in the aerial-photography of these locales was not discernable. Once the 

classi fication of the images was further re fined using the in formation gathered 

from the ground verification sites, these images where analysed via cross-tabula- 

tion. As mentioned in Section 3.7.2, cross tabulation can show which land use types 

have changed and by how much. 

A3- 1 Research Area: Vascular Plant Species Present-Ground Verification 

Ground verification is an important component of classification. Ground-verifica- 

tion is a method of visuai confirmation of the ciccuracy of any method used for the 

classification of remotely-sensed imagery. The accuracy of automated classifica- 

tion methods is denved from statistical tests for standard deviation. However, sta- 

tisticai accuracy does not necessarily uansfer into real-worid accuracy. Automated 

rnethods require multi-channel remotely-sensed data. and do not assess every 

physical attnbute of an object within the scene. Many classification schemes uti- 

lize probabilistic methods of determining the likelihood of a pixel, or group of pix- 

els, representing some known object or land use type. Specifically, a land use type 

may be determined via such probabilistic statistical methods as: maximum likeli- 

hood; principal component analysis and k-means. Ground-verification is al1 so of 



importance to the accuracy of a manual classification. A remote-sensing profes- 

sional may have a specialized knowledge of the area king classified. Having such 

knowledge is valuable, but should not be used with such confidence as to appear to 

negate the need for ground-verification. 

A3- 1 .  I Ground Venpcarion Sire #I 

The primary land use at this location is agricultural. There are some homes located 

in area (Figure A3-3 [ai]), as weIl as a small memorial [ai]-2. Some wooded areas 

can al1 so be seen in photograph [a] of Figure A3-3. The grassy areas visible in Fig- 

ure A3-3 are populated by a mixture of grasses and weed species such as Canada- 

thistle [Cirsium arvense (L.) Scop.] and Dandelion [Tararacum sp. Zinn]. These 

grassy sidings are managed by the surrounding farms, and thus classified as agri- 

cultural. 

A3-1.2 Ground Verification Site #2 

In ground verification site #2 (Figure A 3 4 )  a small Pasture used for the grazing of 

horses was located (Figure A 3 4  [cl). Within this verification site there is an oxbow 

lake; both ends have k e n  closed off by the river. Unlike the river, the water in the 

oxbow is clear and unmuddied (Figure A 3 4  [cl- 1 -[cl-3). The oxbow has been bi- 

sected by the Trans-Canada Highway (Hwy. No. 1) running east-west. There was no 

odour of stagnation, this may be an indication that at some Level water is stiII king 

exchanged with the river. Numerous tree species have k e n  located within this ver- 

ification site. These species include: Eastern Cottonwood [Popdus delroides Bar- 

W.], B ur Oak [Quercus macrocarpa Michx. ], Green Ash [Fraxnus pennql vanica 



var. subintegerrima (Vahi) Fem. (synonym var. lanccolafa (Borkh.) Sarg.], Mani- 

toba Maple [Acer negundo L.], White Elm [Ulmus americana L.], and Basswood 

[Tilia americana L.J. There are very large specimens of the Eastern Cottonwood 

and Basswood. Although not measured directly, there were specimens which were 

of considerable size, approximately 9- 12 meters (30 to 40 feet). The Green Ash. 

Manitoba Maple, and White Elrn appeared to make-up the understory in this area. 

In the north-west quadrant of this verification site is a camp-ground which is no 

longer in use. The understory in the area has been completely cleared to make room 

for camp-sites. At this location the Cottonwood have achieved considerable height 

12 to 15 meters (40-50 feet) (Figure A3-9 [gi]). There was an unusual shape located 

rit Figure A3-5 [ g ] ,  which was found to be the wading pool of the closed camp- 

ground (Figure A3-9 [g]). A camp-ground which is still in operation can be found 

in the south-east quadrant of this verification site [el-2 (Figure A3-4). However, this 

area has had most of the tree cover removed. Only the perimeter of this camp-ground 

h a  trees of any appreciable size (9- 12 meters). 

A3-1.3 Ground Verification Sire #3 

Verification Site #3 has two areas of interest: an urban development in the north- 

centrai section; and the previously mentioned defunct camp-ground, now located in 

the south-east of this site (Figure A3-5). The urban development in the north is an 

area where the homes have k e n  inserted into the surrounding riparian ecosystem 

(Figure A 3 4  fel-4). SpecificaIIy, as few trees as possible have been removed at the 

front of these lots. Each home does have a clearing to the rem, most likely a back- 

yard. Most of these homes are situated in such a manner as to give the owner the 



impression of k ing  in the witderness, as the neighbouring homes are not visible. 

Trees species found in this area include: Cottonwood, Basswood, White Elm, 

Green Ash, and Bur Oak. An extremely large Cottonwood specimen was found in 

this area (Figure A 3 4  [el-2). It should be noted. that another house was constnicted 

in this development after the aerial photo was taken. This new house occupies a lot 

at the end the road in image [el (Figure A3-6). Another deveIopment as begun south 

of this location and is denoted as [fj in Figure A3-5- Ground photographs of this de- 

velopment shows more tree removal than that found in the development to the north 

(Figure A3-8). However, two houses (Figure A3-8 [fi] and [fil-2) have been built 

within the riparian forest in a sirnilar manner to the house in Figure A 3 4  [ela.  

To find Bur Oak in such close proximity to a river as chat found in Figure A3-9 is 

unusual. This species does not tolerate prolonged inundation of i t s  mots (Hosie, 

1990). Furthennore, its bark can experience rotting if submerged for extended pe- 

riods of time. The specimens found in Figure A3-9 [hl were clearly planted by hand 

because they are growi ng in distinct rows. Some nearby specimens of Bur Oak have 

established themselves near to the Cottonwood West of the oxbow. The likely 

source of the seeds is the Bur Oak seen in Figure A3-9 [h 1. 

While it is true that not al1 streams experience seasonal flow-rates which exceed 

bank-full, the strearns within the catchment of the Red River Valley can regularly 

over-top their banks during the period of seasonal mn-off (March to May). This is 

of relevance because, as mentioned previously, Bur Oak do not tolerate prolonged 

flooding of their rwt  systems (Hosie, 1990). Due to the environmental conditions 

Bur Oak find conducive for growth, their presence could be an indication that this 



area does not experience flooding; or flooding of the duration which would nega- 

tively affect this species. 

Of further interest is that this region is covered by heavy sedimentation from Gla- 

cial Lake Agassiz (Corkey, 1996). This type of sediment does not drain quickly. If 

this area were flooded seasonally, the soi1 would most likely not drain quickly 

enough for Bur Oak. This information further supports the conjecture that this area 

does not experience flooding on a seasonai basis. In Figure A 3 4  [el-3, Bur Oak is 

again seen growing in an location which would become submerged if this area did 

experience flooding regularly. 

A3- 1.4 Ground Verification Sire #4 

Verification Site #4 is located West and south of Hwy No. 1 a ind is a small clump of 

trees (Figure A3-10). The composition of this small area was not discernable from 

the aerial photography. Ground verification shows it  to be a site of closely grown Bur 

Oak overstory, with a heavy undergrowth (Figure A3-10 Lj].b]-2). This sites ap- 

pears indicative of a prairie woodlot, albeit a very small exarnpie. 

A3-1.5 Ground Verijicurion Site #5 

Vefication Site #5 (Figure A3-Il) comprises five locations of interest. At the very 

top of this site is the camp ground located just east of the bridge and south of Hwy 

No.1 (Figure A 3 4  [eJ-2). This site was examined to determine its use, which was 

found to be recreational and thus a part of the infrastructure land use category used in 

this thesis. South of this camp ground and east of the river is a very thin Iine of Bur 



Oak along the bank of the river (Figure A3-12 [Li]). Finding Bur Oak in such close 

proximity to the river wouId support the earlier contention regarding this species 

proximity to the river at Site #3. Further south from the Bur Oak is an urban devel- 

opment "Sunny Harbour Estates", which is much more recent than the develop- 

ments found at Site #3. Parcels of land have been surveyed and staked-out (Figure 

A3-12 [ml, [mi-2), some lots are listed as sold (Figure A3-12 [ml-6, [ml-7). 

Near the bottom (south) of this verification site are two other areas of interest [O] & 

[pl (Figure A3-Il). It was difficult to ascertain fiom the aeriaI-photography whether 

these two sites had trees, or if the texture was due to slumping of the river bank. 

However, trees were found to be the source of the texture at both locations (Figure 

A3- 14). Eastern Cottonwood was the predominant species comprising the oversto- 

ry at both locations, Manitoba-Maple was present but found in fewer numbers. 

A3-1.6 Ground Verificarion Site #6 

Verificrition Site #6 is located south of the river (Figure A3-15). There are two points 

of interest at this location: an area north of a farrn; and an urban development. The 

first point of interest, is the outiet of achannelized stream locatedon agricultural land 

north-west of a fam. The river bank is alrnost entirely unprotected against erosion, 

wi th the exception of grasses (Figure A3-16 [q 1, [q 1-2). This Stream has been chan- 

nelized. The straightened channel has k e n  lined with grass to slow the flowrate of 

any run-off (Figure A3-16 [q]-2). This in turn reduces the rate of down-cutting by 

the stream, and the amount of top-soi1 canied off the adjacent fields. The grasses can 

d l  so aid in the capture of topsoil which has been flushed off the fields allowing the 



farrner to collet it. and reapply it to the fields. al1 so of note is the section of the river- 

bank which comprises the northern property boundary of this farrn. it is completely 

denuded of trees (Figure A3-16 [q]). Within Figure A3-16 [q] and [q]-3. it is pos- 

sible to see that the opposite bank (inside of the meander) is completely treed. There 

are ail so trees protecting the river-bank north of the confluence of the channelized 

Stream and the Assiniboine River. 

The second point of interest is the urban development king constructed in the 

north-western portion of this verification site (Figure A3-15 [qi]-[qi]-4). This area 

h a  undergone land use change from rui agricultural to an urban land use. The land 

having already been cleared previously, in combination with its close proximity to 

the river, make this property attractive to prospective builders. This area is now the 

si te of a new urban development cal led "Beaudry Park Estates" (Figure A3- 15, Fig- 

ure A3-17 [qi]-[qi]4), offering new home builders treed and cleared lots. 

A3- 1.7 Ground Verification Site #7 

Venfication Site #7 is Beaudry Provincial Park (Figure A3-18). Within the park 

B asswood. Green Ash, some Bur Oak ris well as some Manitoba-Maple were found. 

Most of the overstory was comprised of Basswood. Green Ash al1 so appeared very 

common in this area (Figure A3-2 1 [si],[si]-2). Several muskrat tracks were ail so 

seen dong the river bank within the park (Figure A3-20 [fJ-3 inser). In the area of 

the parking lot for the park. there is access to the river. The trees and shrubbery have 

been completely removed, and replaced by a lawn; there is some bank erosion and 

dumping as a result (Figure A349 [s]). A path has k e n  put in place which runs 



from the access road of the park down to the river in the area of Figure A3-19 [SI-4. 

There is no structure at this location which could be deemed a boat launch but the path 

does provide direct access to the river for small craft like cames, kayaks and perhaps 

Personal Water Craft (PWC). 

While inside Beaudry Provincial Park. it was observed that there was a very audible 

di fference in the number and variety of bird cails wi thin the park, as opposed to the 

well treed area undergoing development in Site #3. This observation al1 so holds 

m e  when Site #7 is compared to the development within Site #S. Based on these 

auditory observations, it appears that the locations of Rural-residential development 

have fewer birds, song-birds in particular. 

A3- 1.8 Ground Verification Site #8 

Verification Site #8 is located south of the Assiniboine River dong Provincial 

Highway No.241 and West of Beaudry Provincial Park. It is the site of an oxbow 

lake (Figure A3-22). The dominant land use within this site is agricultural. This land 

use has impacted the oxbow lake, as the lake has been almost completely drained. 

Located on the north most tip of the lake is a ditch which is allowing the lake to drain 

into the Assiniboine River. Even with the drainage ditch in place. the majorïty of the 

oxbow still retains too much moisture to allow faming. As a result, the farm gains 

a minimal amount of arable land. while aquatic species can no longer benefit from 

what was once a wetland. 



Figure A3-2 Locariotr of Ground VeriJcarioti Sires (ca. 1998) 

Al1 the acrrial photographs used in this appendix are from the 6005520 senes  (ca. 1994), the 

most recent for this area. The use of the aerial photographs is merely intended to show the 

location and direction that the ground verificrition photographs were gathered. 



1 Location 8 Direction of Photoaraohs 1 Ground Verifkation Information 

Figure A.3-3 Grourid Verificariorr Sire No. I 



Figure A 3 3  Ground Verijicarion Sire No2 



I Gmund Verifiitian Inlbrmatian I 

Figure A3-5 Ground Verificarion Sire No.3 - Information 



Figure A 3 4  Grourid Verifcar ion Sire No.3 - Phorographs [e J-[e 1-4 



Figure A3-7 Ground Ver~Fcarion Sire No.3 - Photographs [eij & lei]-? 

Figure A3-6 Grourzd Verificariorr Sire No.3 - Phorogruphs [f]. Ifll-al-3 



Figure A3-9 Grourtd Verficarion Site No.3 - Phorographs [gj .  [gi/. [ I r ]  



1 Location & Direction of Photwra~hs 1 Ground Verification Information 1 

Figure A3-IO Grourul Veri/Tcatiuti Site 1Vo.4 



Figure A3-/ / Groltnd Ven~carion Sire NOS - In forruarion 



Figure AJ- 12 Ground VerifTcarion Sire NOS - Phorograplis (m  /, [rn 1-2. [nt /-6.  (nt 1- 7 & [Li/ 



Figure A3- 13 Ground Verifrcarion Sire No.5 - Pltorograpizs [ni/-3-[ml-5 

Figure A3-13 Ground Verifkarion Sire No.5 - Phorographs [a l ,  [ p l  
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Figure AJ-15 Groitnd Verificarion Sire No.6 - lt2Jonrrarion 



Figure AJ-16 Groitrui Verijkarion Sire No.6 - Plrorograplis [ql-[q j-3 



Figure A3-17 Groumi Verificatiott Sire Na6 - Pitorographs [qi J-(qi]4 



1 Ground Verification Information 1 

1 Location & Direction of ~ h o t o g r a ~ h s l  

Figure AJ-/8 Grocrnd Ver~jicurion Sire No.7 - Informarion 



Figure A3-/ 9 Ground Verification Sire No. 7 - Pitorographs [sj-[sj-l 

Figure A 3 3 0  Ground Verifha fion Site No. 7 - Phorographs [r j .  [ r j -2  



Figure A3-2 1 Ground Ver$carion Sire No.  7 - Phoiograpias [si / .  [si/-? 



1 Ground Verification Information 

Figure A3-23 Ground VenfScarion Sile No.8 




